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ABSTRACT 

The intracratonic Pedirka Basin of central Australia remains a frontier for petroleum 

exploration. The basin has sufficient components for a petroleum system however 

exploration efforts are yet to discover trapped hydrocarbon reservoirs. This project 

comprehensively outlines aspects of the Pedirka Basin including exploration history, 

structural and tectonic elements, stratigraphy, potential field interpretation techniques 

and an overview of the petroleum system. Usage of high quality publicly available 

magnetics and regional gravity datasets illustrated cost saving methods for exploration. 

Filters applied to potential field data included 1
st
 vertical derivative, total gradient, 

upward continuation and Euler deconvolution. Insights gained included detection of a 

subtle magnetic signature from the surficial sand dunes and acknowledgement that the 

magnetic Mereenie Sandstone unit shows negligible magnetic influence beyond 600m 

depth beneath the Pedirka Basin sediments. Total sediment thickness of up to between 8 

and 14km in the Madigan Trough was suggested by Euler depths. 

 

The range of thermal gradients (38-42°C/km) from existing wells-logs suggests a curie 

point temperature is reached at approximately 15km depth indicating the maximum 

depth of which magnetic signatures can be attributed to. 

 

Potential field data was combined with eight available seismic sections and five well 

logs (Mt. Hammersley-1, Mt. Crispe-1, Blamore-1, Simpson-1 and Hale River-1) to 

assist in magnetic and gravity 2D section modelling. To the south of the basin, a 

basement unit was modelled as an upthrown hanging-wall in a compressional thrust 

event (perhaps the Delamerian and Alice Springs Orogeny’s) uplifting shallower 

sedimentary units along the Mt. Hammersley Dalmatia thrust fault. Towards the north 

of the Pedirka Basin, a dominant magnetic feature at the southern tip of the 

Paleoproterozoic Casey South crustal element was modelled with magnetic 

susceptibility of 0.0515SI and a remanent magnetization of 1.301A/m resulting in a 

Koenigsberger ratio of 0.587. The unit is expected to be an I-type granitoid. 2D profile 

modelled basement depths were supported by 3D Magnetisation Vector Inversion 

results. The heterogeneous nature of the MVI results is suggestive of the presence for 

both I-type and S-type granitoids in the area with systems having undergone convective 

fractionation during creation. A table of petrophysical properties for Pedirka Basin units 

has been generated. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Exploration in the Pedirka basin has progressed slowly compared with neighbouring 

regions due to a lack of hydrocarbon detection in early exploration and also due to the 

remoteness of its location. Over the last decade, new information has shed light and 

given rise to reworked sedimentary models of the Permo-Carboniferous sediments of 

the Pedirka Basin including a renewed focus on greater depths and on the Madigan 

Trough. In addition there is still much to learn about this basin from interpretations of 

continuous potential field data collected in the region. 

 

Despite the sparse nature of the seismic and well data in the region, these forms of 

exploration have been the primary source for exploration in the Pedirka Basin. There 

remains a great deal of ambiguity in important structural information and depth to 

basement. Recent airborne magnetic data and gravity data is now available over the 

Pedirka area, although the data is not fully exploited to date. Exploration over the 

Pedirka Basin is looking for the deeper, more thermally mature source areas in the 

troughs. The aim of this research is to capitalize on this potential field data for 

interpretation and modeling purposes in order to gain new insights into the structures, 

sedimentary horizons and depth-to-basement of the region. 

 

Depth-to-source estimation techniques studied for the Pedirka Basin include magnetics 

and gravity joint profile modeling from 2.5D layered bodies utilising existing welllog 

depth information as tie points and seismic section data. This work developed an 

understanding of densities and velocities for the sedimentary units thus generating a 

table of petrophysical properties for future modelling purposes. Magnetic modelling has 

supported the concept of a heterogeneous granitoid basement with both S-type and more 

magnetic I-type granitoids. The Casey South crustal element was modelled with both 

high magnetism for granitoids and with a remanence. 3D modelling in the form of 

smooth model inversions were applied to compare and contrast anticipated depth-to-

basement sources. 3D located euler depth solutions have been utilised to assist in depth 

to basement estimates and an isopach of total sediment thickness. 

 

Magnetic and gravity data have been used for structure interpretations through the use 

of vertical derivatives, total gradients, tilt derivatives and horizontal derivative filters. 
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2 REGIONAL SETTING 

 

The Permo-Carboniferous Pedirka Basin - centred at -26S, 136E - straddles the 

Northern Territory/South Australian border. The basin is nestled spatially with some 

overlap between the Palaeozoic Amadeus and the Triassic Simpson basins to the NW 

and SE respectively. The Pedirka Basin also includes sediments of the larger 

sedimentary basins, namely the Palaeozoic Warburton Basin and the Jurassic-

Cretaceous Eromanga Basin (Ambrose, 2006) outlined in Figure 2.1 a) and b). The 

Palaeozoic-Mesozoic Amadeus-Pedirka-Simpson-Warburton Basin system is located 

immediately to the west of the prolific Cooper basin (with late Carboniferous to Triassic 

sediments). This neighbouring Cooper/Eromanga region has up to present day been the 

focus of exploration, having produced 5.5 Tcf of gas and 255 million barrels of oil since 

the 1970s (Radke, 2009). There is expected to be at least these volumes of further 

recoverable resources remaining. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: a) Boundary outlines of Phanerozoic sedimentary basins (courtesy of Geoscience 

Australia) with brown shading that represents Phanerozoic and Proterozoic sediment thickness as 

modelled by FrOG Tech, 2005 (Radke, 2009).  b) Continental perspective and outlines of the 

Eromanga, Amadeus and Pedirka Basins from Middleton et al., (2007). 

  

The area covered by the Pedirka Basin totals approximately 150,000km
2
 (PIRSA, 

2011). The boundary of this basin has been modified through the last 30 years with 

early reports showing the basin extending out into the Cooper basin (Evans, 1981) and 

also into Queensland (Evans, 1981; Smyth and Cameron, 1982). By the mid 80’s, 

further exploration had distinguished the Pedirka Basin from the overlying and 

b) 
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overlapping Simpson Basin to the East. The boundaries are still being refined today as 

can be seen from the comparison between Figure 2.1a) and b). 

2.1 EXPLORATION HISTORY 

The Pedirka Basin is sufficiently remote to have been largely overlooked for the 

majority of the 20
th

 century. Cost of exploration remains relatively high in this location 

due to the lack of infrastructure and the remote location. In more recent years however, 

there has been a renewed interest for the Pedirka region. This is in part due to the ever 

increasing long term projected global oil price which translates to greater viability. 

Other factors include advances in technology which can be applied such as improved 

3D seismic, and refining of geoscientific models pertaining to migration pathways and 

petroleum expulsion. The use of the latter two factors has proven successful in 

exploration of the Eromanga basin just prior to 2006 (Ambrose, 2006) and is the cause 

for renewed optimism is more recent exploration of the Pedirka basin. 

 

The exploration history of the Pedirka basin dates back to the late 1950’s when the 

French Petroleum Company (as operator) farmed into Santos Limited’s acreage and 

conducted an extensive frontier exploration program. This included gravity and 

magnetic surveys, regional and subsequently detailed seismic surveys (Meaney, 2009). 

In the mid 1960’s, four wildcat wells were drilled - Witcherrie-1, Purni-1, Mt Crispe-1 

and Mokari-1, aimed at Cooper basin Permian targets. All four wells proved 

unsuccessful. 

 

In the early 1960’s focus switched to the Early to Middle Palaeozoic Amadeus Basin 

succession with the McDills-1 and the Hale River-1 wells. By 1963, a Permian gas 

discovery in the neighbouring Cooper basin turned attention to sediments of a similar 

age in the Pedirka Basin with Colson-1 (Ambrose, 2006). In the mid-to-late 1970’s, 

younger Mesozoic successions were targeted after the discovery of oil in the Jurassic 

Poolowanna Formation (Eromanga Basin) and the Triassic Peera Peera Formation 

(Simpson Basin) in the Poolowanna-1 well. The sparse seismic data at the time and 

perhaps inaccuracies of the velocity models used, placed the accuracy of these targets in 

question (Ambrose, 2006). 

 

Exploration in the South Australian sector of the Pedirka Basin accelerated during the 

1980’s following the success of Poolowanna-1. This involved six seismic surveys and 
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six exploration wells - summarised in Table 2.1. There was little success and a long 

hiatus followed until Central Petroleum restarted exploration in 2008. 

 

Table 2.1: Summary of exploration wells since 1963. Note the lack of significant oil discovery 

however most wells have provided useful information that helps further define the Pedirka 

petroleum system. Seismic surveys have usually supported drilling programs.  

WELL NAME YEAR TARGET/S COMMENTS 

Witcherrie-1 (SA) 1963 Permian Cooper Basin Unsuccessful. 

Purni-1 (SA) 1963 Permian Cooper Basin 
Unsuccessful. Oil show in Purni 

Formation 

Mc Dills-1 (NT) 1965 Amadeus Basin “look a like” Unsuccessful. 

Mt Crispe-1 (NT) 1966 Permian Cooper Basin Unsuccessful. 

Mokari-1 (NT) 1966 Permian Cooper Basin Unsuccessful. 

Hale River-1 (NT) 1966 Amadeus Basin “look a like” Unsuccessful. 

Poolowanna-1 (SA) 1977 - 

Sub-commercial hydrocarbon flow: Gas 

from Triassic Peera Peera Frmtn, Oil from 

Lower Jurassic (=Poolowanna Frmtn). 

Macumba-1 (SA) 1977 - - 

Colsen-1 (NT) 1978 Eromanga/Pedirka/Simpson 

Penetrated 13m of net coal, seams >2m 

thick. Located east of Central Petroleum 

acreage. 

Beachcomber-1 (NT),  

Thomas-1(NT),  

Poeppels-1 (NT) 

1981 Simpson 
Thomas and Poeppels had oil shows and 

locations of these are not certain. 

Erabena-1 (SA) 1981 Simpson Basin sequence. Oil Show. 

Walkandi-1 (SA) 1981 unknown Unknown. 

Glen Joyce-1 (SA) 1985 unknown No conventional hydrocarbon shows. 

Kilurni-1 (SA) 1985 unknown No conventional hydrocarbon shows. 

Mt Hammersley-1 

(SA) 
1987 East of PELA 77 

No conventional hydrocarbon shows. 

990m of Permo-Carboniferous sediments 

intersected. 

Dalmatia-1 (SA) 1988 East of PELA 77 No conventional hydrocarbon shows. 

Ettingimbra-1 (NT) 1990 
Pedirka/Simpson Basin. 

Unsuccessful. 
On Mc Dills-Witherrie Horst. 

Blamore-1 (NT) 2008 
Conventional targets 

penetrated unsuccessfully. 

EP93. 15m residual oil staining at top of 

Jurassic Algebuckina Sandstone. 

CBM 93-1 (NT) 2008 
Purni Formation coals for 

CBM potential 
EP93. 

Simpson-1 (NT) 2008 
Conventional targets. Dry 

hole. 

Simpson Farmin Block of EP97. Residual 

oil across the Base Jurassic 

unconformity, in base of Poolowanna Fm 

and in the top of Triassic Walkandi Fm. 
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The petroleum system for the Pedirka Basin was reconsidered in a key study by 

Ambrose et al., (2002). The study used available data from the Northern Territory and 

South Australia to recognise multiple potential reservoirs/seals within the Jurassic 

Poolowanna Formation. The Colson-1 data was used to recognise a palaeo-oil/gas 

column within the Poolowanna Formation (Eromanga). Additionally a petroleum 

system involving the Purni Formation/upper Crown Point Formation (Pedirka) was 

proposed as equivalent to the lower Patchawarra Formation/Tirrawarra Sandstone 

source-reservoir system of the Cooper Basin. Furthermore the maturation history was 

also refined with newly acquired thermal history data with the use of the latest AFTA 

technology. The northern Eringa Trough, the northern Poolowanna Trough and the 

Madigan Trough were the key Permian depocentres where maturation models were 

revised. In the paper by Ambrose et al., (2002), the latter two troughs showed an oil 

producing window during the Early-Late Cretaceous for the source formations: Purni 

(Pedirka Basin), Peera Peera (Simpson Basin) and the Poolowanna (Eromanga Basin). 

Oil expulsion from coals in the Purni Formation were estimated at 90Ma. 

 

Seismic data has been collected by various operators since the 1960’s in the area 

defined by the Pedirka Basin extents. The seismic lines leading up to 2009 are displayed 

in Figure 2.2 and show the contrast in density of seismic surveys between the Pedirka 

Basin and the more prolific Cooper Basin. 
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Central Petroleum publicly listed in 2006 with a singular focus on developing potential 

hydrocarbon resources in central Australia and to this end, aggressively acquired 

acreage in this region. Acreage includes most of the productive Amadeus Basin, and 

much of the Pedirka Basin, the Georgina Basin and the Lander Trough of the Wiso 

Basin. The intended end product objective in the Pedirka Basin is gas to liquids and 

perhaps coal to liquids synthesis (Meaney, 2009). Current acreage now virtually covers 

the entire Pedirka Basin with the combination of Petroleum Exploration Permits (EP’s 

and EPA’s) and Mining Leases. The EP/EPA acreages are listed in Table 2.2 and shown 

in Figure 2.3. The remaining Mining Leases are outlined in Appendix Figure 10.1 and 

cover additional acreage that is not covered by the EP/EPA leases. 

 

In 2008, Central Petroleum conducted a three well drilling program with hydrocarbon 

and coal seam gas targets. These wells – Blamore-1, CBM 93-1 and Simpson-1 – all in 

the Northern region of the Pedirka Basin are summarised in Table 2.1 and shown in 

Figure 2.3. 

  

Figure 2.2: Exploratory Seismic lines and well logs in the Pedirka Basin. Phanerozoic and 

Proterozoic sediment thickness as modelled by FrOG Tech, 2005. (Radke, 2009). 
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TENEMENT STATE/ TERRITORY COMMENTS 

EP 93 NT Held since public listing 

EP 97 NT Holdings restricted to three discrete Farmin Blocks – “Dune”, 

“Simpson” and “Bejah”. Acquired through a farmin to Rawson 

Resources Ltd. 

EP 105 NT Acquired in 2007 from Traditional Oil Pty Ltd and held through 

wholly owned subsidiary Merlin Energy Pty Ltd. 

EP 106 NT Acquired in 2007 from Traditional Oil Pty Ltd and held through 

wholly owned subsidiary Merlin Energy Pty Ltd. 

EP 107 NT Acquired in 2007 from Traditional Oil Pty Ltd and held through 

wholly owned subsidiary Merlin Energy Pty Ltd. 

EPA 130 NT Held since public listing 

EPA 131 NT Held since public listing 

PELA 77 SA Held since public listing 

Table 2.2: Summary of Central Petroleum acreage within the Pedirka Basin package (from 

Meaney, (2009). 

 

 

Figure 2.3: EP/EPA acreages (outlined in red), basin outlines, structures and wells drilled. (from 

Meaney, (2009)). 
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In the assessment of the three wells drilled by Central Petroleum, oil staining was 

observed in the Jurassic Algebuckina Sandstone (Eromanga) of Blamore-1 and in the 

Triassic Walkandi Formation (Simpson) and overlying Poolowanna Formation 

(Eromanga) of Simpson-1. Meaney, (2009) interpreted this as oil migration both 

laterally and vertically from the underlying Permian Purni Formation (Pedirka). 

Hydrocarbons could thus be trapped in the Poolowanna Formation and Algebuckina 

Sandstone, by regional or intra-formational seals, in the Pedirka Basin. 

 

The CBM 93-1 well unexpectedly failed to encounter any Simpson Basin sequence thus 

trimming the north western Simpson basin boundary (Figure 2.3). 

 

All three wells intersected the Pedirka Basin sediments and more specifically the Purni 

Formation coal seams. CBM 93-1 and Blamore-1 wells showed the thickest coal 

intersections with 132m and 162m respectively in seams greater than 2m thick 

(Meaney, 2009). 

 

2.2 EXPLORATION WITH REGIONAL GEOPHYSICS  

 

Seismic data has been collected throughout exploration in the Pedirka area since the 

1950’s. Approximately 6000 two-dimensional seismic line kilometres have been 

acquired. In comparison, over 12 times this amount has been collected in the Cooper 

Basin in addition to over 7000 3D seismic line kilometres. Seismic lines conducted in 

the area are shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

Oil exploration has traditionally used the process of developing conceptual models 

followed by the acquisition of seismic data and a decision to drill. The latter two 

exploration activities are a necessity providing seismic sections with traceable horizons 

and important well log tie points. However, they are costly both financially and in 

logistics – especially in the remote Pedirka Basin. Additional cost effective exploration 

tools that help to reduce the risk of well sites and improve success rates would be a 

logical choice for any exploration program. 

 

High resolution aeromagnetic surveys provide a tool that help to estimate total sediment 

thickness, and to interpret fault and structural trends (Kivior and Boyd, (1998) and 
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Radke, (2009)). Such trends are typically detected in outcropping or shallow depth 

magnetic basement and in sedimentary sequences that contain magnetic units. In rare 

cases aeromagnetic data can show structure in sedimentary sequences that contain 

magnetic units and assist in estimating the extent of such horizons. 

 

High resolution magnetic data of 400m line spacing and ~7m station spacing has been 

flown in all but the south east of the Pedirka basin. This dataset is discussed in more 

detail in CHAPTER 4: DATA SOURCES AND QUALITY CONTROL. 

 

Although not addressed in this study, radiometrics can be used in first pass exploration 

since soils containing hydrocarbon gas absorb low energy gamma radiation. 

Consequently the key signature to be searching for in such a survey is localised dark 

spots (lows of below 1.5MeV and preferably 4-6KeV) in background radiometric 

imagery (Radke, 2009). This exploration method is best suited to flat terrain with 

minimal variation on soil moisture and vegetation. 

 

2.3 TECTONIC AND STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS 

 

The intracratonic Permo-Carboniferous Pedirka Basin is a depression that 

unconformably overlies the Pre-Carboniferous Amadeus Basin and Warburton Basin, is 

overlain to the east by the Triassic Simpson Basin and in turn by the larger Jurassic-

Cretaceous Eromanga Basin (Figure 2.1 a and b). The Pedirka Basin can be divided into 

three main depocentres; the first located in EP93 and PELA 77 is the northeast – 

southwest orientated Eringa Trough. Separated to the east by the Dalhousie-McDills-

Mayhew Anticlinal Trend (referred to here-on as the McDills Trend) is the saucer 

shaped Madigan Trough in the Northern Territory (Figure 2.3). The third depocentre 

beyond the eastern fringe of the Pedirka border is the Northern Poolowanna Trough. 

Previous work on the structure and tectonic elements of the northern Pedirka Basin has 

been outlined in Alexander et al., (2006), Ambrose et al., (2002) and Radke, (2009). 

 

A summary of work carried out on the nature and extent of crustal elements will now be 

outlined followed by structural descriptions of the oldest sediments, moving up to 

shallower sedimentary layers.  
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2.3.1 CRUSTAL ELEMENTS 

 

The Pedirka Basin sits over the margin between the Central Australian 

(Paleoproterozoic to Mesoproterozoic) mega-element and the Tasman (Paleozoic) 

mega-element of Shaw and Palfreyman, (1995) (Figure 2.4b). These mega-elements 

have been further subdivided into crustal elements according to their corresponding 

geological province and as delineated by similarities in regional gravity and magnetic 

characters (Figure 2.4a). Shaw and Palfreyman, (1995) have indicated a younger 

(Palaeozoic) Thomson crustal element in the south-east of the Pedirka Basin with the 

Mesoproterozoic Musgrave and Palaeoproterozoic Casey South crustal elements to the 

west and north respectively. Note in Figure 2.4a) the location of the M symbol 

coincides with outcropping of basement - porphyritic hornblende-biotite adamalite and 

granite, leucogranite and microgranite. High grade metamorphic gneiss of granitic and 

adamellitic composition is also present (Abminga and Finke 1:250000 map sheets). In 

the location of CYS symbol to the north, there is outcropping gneissic basement of the 

Arunta complex (Hale River 1:250000 map sheet). The eastern boundary of the 

Musgrave crustal element follows a compositional magnetic crustal boundary and 

approximates the NE trending Eringa Trough (Figure 2.3). The adjacent Thomson 

element was observed to show a suppressed magnetic signal due to sediment cover. If 

the sediments contribute negligible magnetic signatures then this should pose no 

significant issue in depth determination of basement east of the Eringa Trough and also 

centrally north of the Pedirka Basin in the Casey South crustal element (Figure 2.4 a). 

Radke, (2009) presented an upward sliced gravity grid for the Thomson element, 

showing crustal structure anomalies associated with depths estimated at 7-12 km. 

Contrasting highs on the outer edge of the Thomson element were evident. 

 

The separate OZ SEEBASE™ Study (FrOG_Tech_Pty_Ltd, 2005) has resulted in the 

development of a continental-wide model for the geological evolution of the Australian 

Phanerozoic basins. Constraints by FrOG Tech in generating the sediment thickness and 

depth to basement models included seismic and non-seismic datasets. Constraints within 

the Pedirka Basin region have resulted in an estimated 60% confidence level to the 

model. Constraints include five wells to the south-east of the basin, five seismic lines 

and a published cross section (Figure 9.2) both in South Australia and numerous 

modelled magnetic depth locations in the shallowing north-west region of the Pedirka 

Basin margin (Figure 2.5b). The detail in the interpretation of the seismic lines is 
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a

) 

b

) 

unknown, however the SEEBASE
TM

 depth to basement model is considered adequate 

for a starting point in this research as are the major basement structures shown in Figure 

2.5b. The Archean maximum age of the Nawa Terrane in Figure 2.5a proposes an older 

crustal unit for the southern Pedirka Basin compared with the Paleozoic age of Shaw 

and Palfreyman, (1995). 

 

 

 

The Mesoproterozoic Fregon terrane coincides spatially with the Musgrave East crustal 

element and both are interpreted to be of the same era (Figure 2.4a). The metamorphic 

nature and types of intrusives were described for the terrane’s of the SEEBASE
TM

 

project and summarised in Table 2.3. High grade regional metamorphism has taken 

place across the Pedirka basin which is in agreement with the map sheet information 

provided earlier in this chapter. 

Figure 2.4: a) Crustal elements of the Pedirka Basin. White line outlines Pedirka boundary. b) Mega-

elements of Australia. Red square outlines extents of a). Modified after Shaw and Palfreyman, (1995). 
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Figure 2.5: a) SEEBASE
TM

 project terranes (same extents as Figure 2.4) showing maximum ages of 

basement, terrane symbols and names with mega-terrane names in parenthesis (data from 

FrOG_Tech_Pty_Ltd, (2005)). b) SEEBASE
TM

 seismic and non-seismic constraints for the model 

creation. Major basement structures were not used in the SEEBASE
TM

 model creation. The 

constraints used are only enough to provide a regional perspective and have resulted in an average 

confidence level of ~60% (FrOG_Tech_Pty_Ltd, 2005). Gravity and Magnetic data were also used 

in model creation. See also Table 2.3 and Appendix Figure 9.2. 

 

The Delamerian Fold Belt (Irindina terrain of Figure 2.5a) is composed mainly of Late 

Neoproterozoic and Early Cambrian sedimentary rocks deposited in a passive margin 

setting subsequently subjected to compression with westward-verging folds and thrust 

a 

b 
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faults (Foden et al., 2006). These sediments are host to anorogenic rift-related mafic 

igneous suites. 

 

Symbol Terrane Mega-Terrane Description 

A Ammaroodinna Gawler Craton 
High grade metasedimentary-mafic gneiss with 

abundant granitoid intrusives. 

I Irindina 
Delamerian Fold 

Belt 

Upper amphibolites to granulite metamorphics overlie 

Paleoproterozoic metamorphic rocks. 

NT Nawa Terrane Gawler Craton 
Complex high grade gneiss terrane with abundant 

Paleoproterozoic intrusives. 

UA 
Undivided 

Arunta 

North Australian 

Craton 
- 

F Fregon 
Musgrave Mobile 

Belt 

High to medium grade metamorphic including para- 

and ortho-gneiss, mafic and ultramafic rocks, 

metasediments; intruded by syntectonic felsic 

intrusives. 

 

Table 2.3: Metamorphic and intrusive descriptions of the terrane’s shown in Figure 2.5a) 

(FrOG_Tech_Pty_Ltd, 2005) 

. 

2.3.2 SEDIMENTS 

 

The oldest sediments in this study belong to the Amadeus and Warburton Basins and 

were deformed during the Alice Springs Orogeny (ASO) (395-325 Ma) and perhaps by 

the earlier Delamerian Orogeny (510-476 Ma). The latter has general consensus as a 

low pressure, intermediate to high-temperature metamorphic grade event (Preiss, 1995). 

There is current debate as to the northern extent of the Delamerian Orogeny regional 

metamorphism. Influence has been claimed in the north eastern border of the Officer 

Basin  (Preiss, 1995), beyond the north east of the Perdirka Basin extents 

(FrOG_Tech_Pty_Ltd, 2005), and the western part of the Warburton basin including 

and westwards of the Simpson Basin (Radke, 2009). Metamorphic intensity in the latter 

was described as exceeding zeolite facies with chlorite and sericite having been 

frequently reported. 

 

The Mid to Late Carboniferous ASO was a NW-SE compressional phase creating 

structures such as occur along the Mt. Hammersley Dalmatia Fault and the McDills 

Trend – a series of NNE-SSW trending thrust faults, east of and sub-parallel to the 
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Eringa Trough (Figure 2.3). The Madigan Trough interrupts this trend which reinitiates 

further north to mark the north eastern boundary of the Pedirka Basin. 

 

The Pedirka basin structure is considered to reflect basement trends developed during 

the ASO (Middleton et al., 2007). Following the ASO, the sediments were deposited in 

a tectonically inactive sag phase and are preserved across the (McDills Trend) ridge 

linking the Eringa and Madigan troughs. The Eringa Trough may have preserved the 

thickest sediments up to 1.5km (Hibburt and Gravestock, 1995) and 1km of Permo-

Carboniferous strata were intersected at Mt Hammersley-1 on the eastern flank of the 

trough (Alexander and Jensen-Schmidt, 1995). See Table 2.1 and Figure 2.3. 

 

In the Early to Late Permian the Poolowanna Trough of the neighbouring Simpson 

Basin was initiated by a compressional episode resulting in tilting, uplift and erosion of 

the western Pedirka Basin (Hibburt and Gravestock, 1995). Thus the structural high of 

the McDills Trend originated in the Permian and subsequently shed Triassic sediments 

into the Poolowanna Trough where 300m of the Simpson sequence is now preserved 

(Moore, 1986). The Triassic-Jurassic sediments progressively onlap the Permian 

sediments in a westerly direction.  

 

At the end of the Early to Middle Triassic, further regional uplift and tilting marked the 

end of deposition in the Pedirka/Simpson and Cooper basins (Radke, 2009). Alexander 

and Jensen-Schmidt, (1995) postulated up to 2500m of Triassic to late Cretaceous 

sediments exist in the Simpson and Eromanga Basins within South Australia. 

Structuring of sediments during the Jurassic was largely a function of drape and 

compaction over older Paleozoic highs. Prime oil targets from structural closures are 

considered to have formed at this time.  

 

During the Cainozoic, the Australian plate migrated in a north easterly direction from 

Antarctica towards a collision with the Southeast Asia and Pacific Plates. This resulted 

in an epeirogenic setting. As a result of this plate drift, the continental compressional 

stress evolved from east-west in the Late Cretaceous to north-south in the Late Eocene-

Oligocene (Table 2.4). This new phase of compression reactivated pre-existing faults, 

and enhanced closure on pre-existing structures with further uplift and erosion taking 

place for the Pedirka, Simpson and western Eromanga strata. The new stresses are also 

thought to have breached some existing structural traps, thereby releasing hydrocarbons. 
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The uplift of the strata resulted in a decreased thermal gradient of 30 °C/km until 3 Ma, 

when it increased to 40 °C/km as observed today. 

 

  WESTERN PEDIRKA BASIN POOLOWANNA TROUGH 

AGE AGE Ma EVENT DEFORMATION EVENT DEFORMATION 

Late Miocene - 
Recent 

10 - 
present 

Epeirogenic N-S compression-
thrust faulting 

  

Middle Miocene 15-10 Epeirogenic N-S compression-
uplift of McDills 
Trend, folds and 
faults (350-500m) 

 Continent wide 
structural 
movements 
formed traps  

Late Eocene- 
Oligocene 

34-25 Top Eyre 
unconformity 

N-S compression  Uplift of Birdsville 
Track Ridge. 

Late 
Cretaceous 

90-60 Top Winton 
unconformity 

E-W compression   

Late Triassic 205-193 Base of 
Eromanga 
unconformity 

Tilting to east 
(?200m locally) 

  

Early-Middle 
Triassic 

    Regional uplift & 
tilting, erosion 
terminates 
deposition. 

Late Permian 264-250 Top Pedirka 
unconformity 

Epeirogenic uplift 
(100m) 

 Poolowanna 
Trough initiated by 
tilting, uplift and 
erosion. 

     McDills high 
develops. 

Late Devonian-
Early 
Carboniferous 

395-330? Alice Springs 
Orogeny 
(ASO) 

NW-SE 
compressions 
20km crustal 
shortening, 
thrusting at 
McDills Trend 
(3000m) 

 Birdsville Track 
Ridge formed 

Late Silurian-
Early Devonian 

415-375 Rodingan 
Event 

Regional tilting 
(500m) 

  

Middle-Late 
Cambrian 

505-476 Delamerian 
Orogeny  

NW-SE 
Compression 

 Warburton not 
severely deformed 

Neoproterozoic 600-550 Petermann 
Ranges 
Orogeny 

Compression with 
dextral shear 
(2000m) 

  

 

Table 2.4: Phanerozoic tectonic history in Pedirka and Simpson region (from Alexander and 

Jensen-Schmidt, (1995),  and Radke, (2009)). 

2.4 STRATIGRAPHY AND DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY 

 

The Pedirka Basin area encompasses to varying degrees the stacking of four other 

sedimentary basins – the underlying Warburton and Amadeus basins and the overlying 

Simpson and Eromanga basins. These combined sediments reflect a structural footprint 

controlled by Palaeozoic structuring and Palaeo-depositional facies (Blamore No.1 

WCR). The Pedirka basin sediment chronostratigraphy is shown in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6: Stratigraphic description of the Pedirka Basin modified after Meaney (2009), Gibson, et 

al. (2005) and using information from Gravestock (1995) and Well Log Reports indicated in the 

text.  
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2.4.1 WARBURTON AND AMADEUS STRATA 

 

The oldest sediments in the region are considered to be of the intracratonic Amadeus 

and Warburton basins. These are concealed by late Paleozoic and younger sediments. 

The early Paleozoic strata are delineated by minimal information collected from drilling 

and seismic surveys carried out over shallowing thrust zones. As a result these are the 

least known strata of the Pedirka sediments.  

 

The Cambrian Todd River Dolostone (Amadeus) through to the overlying Devonian 

Finke Group (Amadeus) are considered of marine forearc and foreland basin sediments 

(Gibson et al., 2005). McDills-1 intersected 450m of the argillaceous Todd River 

Dolostone (of the Pertaoorta Group) with diagnostic shelly remains and is considered a 

possible source rock. Refer to Table 2.5 for well-log references. Mt Crispe-1 intersected 

60m of partly dolomitic sandstone of the Pertaoorta Group. Dalmatia-1 intersected 

135m of mudrocks presumed by Gravestock, (1995) to be equivalent to the Early 

Cambrian Chandler Formation of the Amadeus Basin and thus equivalent to the Todd 

River Dolostone. The probable deposition was a marginal marine turbidity flow or low 

to moderate energy lacustrine environment (Santos_Ltd, 1988a). The McDills ridge 

therefore suggests the minimum eastern extent of the Todd River Dolostone. 

 

WELL NAME WCR REFERENCE WELL NAME WCR REFERENCE 

Colsen-1 Beach_Petroleum_NL, (1979) Mokari-1 French_Petroleum_Company_(Aust.), (1966a) 

Dalmatia-1 Santos_Ltd, (1988a) Mt Crispe-1 French_Petroleum_Company_(Aust.), (1966b) 

Erabena-1 Delhi_Petroleum_Pty_Ltd, (1982a) Mt Hammersley-1 Santos_Ltd, (1988b) 

Ettingimbra-1 Osborne and Edwards, (1990) Poolowanna-1 Delhi_Petroleum_Pty_Ltd, (1978b) 

Glen Joyce-1 Delhi_Petroleum_Pty_Ltd, (1986) Purni-1 French_Petroleum_Company_(Aust.), (1964a) 

Hale River-1 Amerada_Petroleum_Corporation, (1966) Simpson-1 Central_Petroleum_Ltd, (2008b) 

Macumba-1 Delhi_Petroleum_Pty_Ltd, (1978a) Walkandi-1 Delhi_Petroleum_Pty_Ltd, (1982b) 

Mc Dills-1 Amerada_Petroleum_Corporation, (1965) Witcherrie-1 French_Petroleum_Company_(Aust.), (1964b) 

Table 2.5: Well Completion Report references for well intersections and descriptions cited in the 

text unless referenced otherwise. 

 

Unconformably overlying the Cambrian sediments are the Ordovician Stairway 

Sandstone and the Silurian Mereenie Sandstone – both of the Larapinta Group 

(Amadeus) sequence within the Pedirka Basin. Evidence suggests a marine depositional 

environment, Alley and Gravestock, (1995) and Gravestock, (1995). The Stairway 
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Sandstone has been described in the McDills-1, Mt Crispe-1 and Colson-1 WCR’s as 

quartzitic sandstone with rare heavy minerals such as pyrite and as a quartzite in the 

Witcherrie-1 WCR. This sandstone has been correlated with both the Pacoota Sandstone 

and overlying Horn Valley Siltstone (a good seal and a source rock) of the Amadeus 

basin stratigraphy (Gibson et al., 2005). The link occurs with an Early-Middle 

Ordovician orthoquartzitic-pyritic siltstone lithotype within the Dullingari Group 

(Eastern Warburton) being a similar age to the Pacoota Sandstone. The Stairway 

Sandstone has in fact been named as part of the western Warburton basin in Gravestock, 

(1995). The overlying Silurian Mereenie Sandstone (Amadeus) had intersections of 

340m at McDills-1, 275m at Mt Hammersley-1, 460m at Dalmatia-1 and 300m at 

Witcherrie-1 with its distinctive pink-white unfossiliferous fine to medium grained 

quartz sandstone showing rare thin beds of red-brown micaceous shale. This unit crops 

out to the northwest of the Pedirka Basin (Rodinga 1:250000 map sheet) and extends 

almost to the southern reaches of the basin limits bounded to the southeast by the Purni 

Fault possibly extending further east in the NT (Figure 2.7). It may also extend at depth 

in the Eringa Trough and in the Madigan Trough. The Gamma Ray- Acoustic Velocity 

log of McDills-1 suggested a porosity of 10-15% . 

 

The uppermost unit is the mid-late Devonian Finke Group equivalent to the Pertnjara 

Group (Amadeus) and suggested as the eroded sediments of Amadeus successions 

following uplift as a result of the ASO. Suggestive evidence of this from seismic survey 

data is major onlap of Permian sediments onto anticlinal structures near McDills-1 

(Gibson et al., 2005). The Finke Group showed intersections of 1005m at McDills-1, 

260m at Ettingimbra-1, 106m at Erabena-1, 53+m at Macumba-1, 515m at Witcherrie-1 

and possibly 49m at Hale River-1. Although some early well-log accounts are 

speculative it is noted not to have been intersected at Mt Crispe-1 and Mt Hammersley-

1 where Stairway or Mereenie Sandstones exists. In McDills-1, the Mereenie Sandstone 

is conformably overlain by the Finke group units - Polly Conglomerate, Langra 

Formation and Horseshoe Bend Shale. The Finke group units were collectively 

estimated with 20-25% porosity from Gamma Ray – Acoustic Velocity log 

measurements. 
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Figure 2.7: Southeastern Amadeus and Pedirka Basins showing Isopach of Silurian-Devonian 

Mereenie sandstone (Gravestock, 1995) which may continue at depth in the Eringa Trough.  

 

Within the Finke Group, the lowermost Polly Conglomerate is considered an alluvial 

fan deposit sourced from the western Musgrave Block. The Langra Formation - a cross-

bedded sandstone, conglomerate, micaceous siltstone and shale is conformably overlain 

by the evaporitic lacustrine Horseshoe Bend Shale (Alley and Gravestock, 1995). The 

Finke Group extending well east of the Purni Fault and even beyond the Pedirka Basin 

eastern margin has greater extents within the Pedirka Basin than the Mereenie 

Sandstone. 

 

Moving now to the east, the Cambro-Ordovician Warburton sequence indicates a 

transgressive marine environment by onlapping Mesoproterozoic gneiss, amphibolites 

and granite of the Musgrave Province to the south west of the Pedirka Basin (Ambrose, 

2006). References to the Warburton sediments – middle to late Cambrian Dullingari 

Group – have been made in southerly wells, namely Purni-1, Erabena-1, Poolowanna-1 
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and a possible reference in Walkandi-1 located beyond the eastern margin of the 

Pedirka Basin extents (Figure 2.7). Simpson-1 (Central_Petroleum_Ltd, 2008b) gives 

reference to having intersected Devonian-Carboniferous Warburton sediments with no 

formation specified. However given the intersection of the Finke Group by Colson-1 to 

the south and Hale River-1 to the north-northeast it is likely Simpson-1 had in fact 

intersected Devonian Finke Group (Amadeus) sediments at depths greater than 2074m. 

The Simpson-1 descriptions of grey to greenish micromicaceous siltstone and claystone 

suggests the Horseshoe Bend Shale is transitioning deeper into light grey, fine to 

medium angular grained sandstone of the Langra Formation – both units of the Finke 

Group. This suggested deviation from the WCR is supported in work by Meaney, 

(2009) showing the projected EOH intersection with the Finke Group in Figure 2.8. 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Schematic cross section from the Amadeus basin Southeast to the Cooper basin. Note 

the Simpson EOH anticipated intercept with the Finke Group (Amadeus) and the additional late 

Proterozoic sediments beneath. Brown layers represent Amadeus sediments, blue - Pedirka, Pink 

and orange – Simpson and overlying Eromanga sediments (from Meaney, (2009). 

 

The Polly Conglomerate, Langra Formation and particularly the Mereenie Sandstone 

contain potential reservoir rocks as have been proven in the Amadeus Basin with seal 

units possible within the Langra and Horseshoe Bend Shale (Radke, 2009). The early 

Ordovician Pacoota Sandstone, Horn Valley Siltstone and the Cambrian Chandler 

Formation have been proven as sources in the Amadeus Basin. However none of these 

units have been identified to date within the strata underlying the Pedirka Basin. 
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2.4.2 PEDIRKA STRATA 

 

Within the Pedirka Basin strata, two Permo-Carboniferous formations are present which 

out crop on the basin’s north west margin (Figure 2.3). These are the Crown Point 

Formation (unconformably overlying the Amadeus/Warburton sequence) consisting of 

fluvioglacial and glaciolacustrine sediments and the overlying Purni Formation – 

considered as good source rock. The sediments generally thin towards and are truncated 

at the margins of the basin (Middleton et al., 2007). The latter was conformably 

deposited post glaciation in a low-energy floodplain environment with meandering river 

systems and extensive swamps. The swamp environment deposited organic material 

resulting in a present-day rich source rock (coal) (Ambrose, 2006). Middleton et al., 

(2007) suggests the Pedirka Basin formed as a shallow foreland basin. Together with a 

basal sandstone unit (Tirrawarra equivalent) considered to be glacial outwash, the Purni 

Formation provides a direct correlation with the prolific Patchawarra/Tirrawarra 

petroleum system found in the Cooper Basin (Ambrose, 2006). Chapter 2.5 expands on 

this correlation. 

 

Mt Hamersley-1 located on the margin of the Eringa Trough has intersected the Pedirka 

Basin sequence of the Purni, Tirrawarra and Crown Point Formations. The latter is 

thickest in this well with 701m of clean sandstone and siltstone. Subsequent analysis by 

Alexander and Jensen-Schmidt, (1995) based on lithology and stratigraphic position, 

suggested the uppermost Crown Point A unit to be equivalent to the Mount Toondina 

Formation of the Arckaringa Basin.  

2.4.3 SIMPSON STRATA 

 

Compression in the Early to Late Permian initiated a regional southeasterly tilt resulting 

in a subsequent shedding of Triassic sediments into the Simpson Basin, forming the 

Walkandi and Peera Peera Formations. This event also reactivated older fault systems 

and the Simpson Basin structural configuration was thus formed. The Triassic 

sedimentation migrated into several troughs at the time including the Poolowanna 

Trough of which the southern portion was the main depocentre (Ambrose, 2006). These 

sediments lay unconformably over Precambrian and Palaeozoic rocks and in certain 

areas onlap the Purni Formation of the Pedirka Basin. 
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Erosion at the end of the Early Permian formed the Walkandi Formation which consists 

of interbedded siltstone, shale and minor sandstone. Colours of the sediment vary from 

grey/green to brick red with cores showing evidence of subaerial desiccation cracks and 

indicating a shallow ephemeral lake facies. 

 

The overlying Middle to Late Triassic Peera Peera Formation consists of a thick 

alluvial/lacustrine sequence of up to 220m thickness in the Poolowanna Trough 

(Ambrose, 2006). Relatively thick carbonaceous lacustrine shales and occasional thin 

coals cap the sequence and are considered an important reservoir/seal. The depocentre 

for these two Simpson Basin formations are considered a precursor to the Eromanga 

Basin system. 

2.4.4 EROMANGA STRATA 

 

The extensive area defined by the Jurassic to Early Cretaceous Eromanga basin, Figure 

2.1b) incorporates many smaller basins in Queensland, New South Wales, South 

Australia and Northern Territory - the Pedirka Basin included. Sedimentation was 

relatively continuous and widespread with two main depocentres – the Poolowanna and 

Patchawarra troughs. The former lies on the eastern fringe of the Pedirka Basin and the 

latter is towards the Warburton Basin’s south eastern margin. Due to the extents of the 

Eromanga Basin, a wider perspective needs to be taken in order to understand the 

sedimentation. The Australian plate was connected to that of Antarctica until the early 

Cretaceous (Figure 2.9). Plate tectonic events on the margins of the Australian plate and 

subsidence controlled deposition within the Eromanga Basin. The volcanic arc activity 

of Eastern Australia influenced depositional environment and sediment provenance 

(Alexander et al., 2006). 

 

The sediments of the Eromanga Basin have been divided into three packages. The first 

is the lower non-marine package of Early Jurassic to Early Cretaceous (Figure 2.9a and 

b). The basal Jurassic Poolowanna C1 Formation has been divided into two stacked 

upward fining cycles from channel sandstones to overbank facies siltstones and 

lacustrine-swamp shaly coals (Ambrose, 2006). The disconformably overlying Jurassic 

Algebuckina Sandstone is dominant in the Pedirka area representing a condensed, sand-

prone braided fluviatile sequence and acts as a good hydrocarbon reservoir.  
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The second of three packages is the Early Cretaceous marine succession Figure 2.9 c) 

represented by the Murta Shale / Cadna-owie / Bulldog Shale / Toolebuc / Oodnadatta / 

Mackunda succession. The Murta silty shales appear to be a seal to the Algebuckina 

Sandstone based on the presence of a residual oil column below the base Murta in 

Blamore -1. The Cadne-owie Formation is a potential reservoir. The Bulldog Shale and 

Toolebuc Formation act as effective hydrocarbon seals.  

 

Figure 2.9: Palaeogeographic progression from Jurassic to Cretaceous. (a) During Algebuckina 

Sandstone – Birkhead Formation. (b) During Cadna-owie Formation. (c) During Bulldog Shale 

deposition. (d) During Winton Formation time. (e) post-Winton Formation erosion (from 

Alexander et al., (2006). See also Figure 2.6 for stratigraphic column reference of lithologies and 

formations. 
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The third package is the Late Cretaceous upper non-marine succession Figure 2.9 d) and 

e)). This includes the Winton Formation, deposited in a fluvial-floodplain environment. 

During the Winton Formation sediment loading, it is believed that most hydrocarbon 

generation occurred. 

2.5 COOPER BASIN – COMPARABLE SYSTEM 

 

The Cooper basin sediments are made up of the Late Carboniferous to Late Permian 

Gidgealpa Group and the Late Permian to Middle Triassic Nappamerri Group (Hill and 

Gravestock, 1995). The former is equated to the timing of the Pedirka and Arckaringa 

basin sediments (Figure 2.10) and the latter sediments associate in timing to the 

Simpson Basin stratigraphy. 

 

Figure 2.10: Correlation of the late Paleozoic strata in northern South Australia (Modified after 

Alexander et al., (2006) and Hill and Gravestock, (1995)) 

2.5.1 EQUIVALENT UNITS 

 

The primary hydrocarbon production from the Cooper basin reservoirs is 

gas/condensate. The overlying sandstone reservoirs within the Jurassic/Cretaceous 

Eromanga basin have been proven to be less mature and oil prone (Figure 2.11).  

 

The Eromanga sediments overlying both the Pedirka and Cooper basin sediments 

developed in a tectonic quiescent environment whereby terrestrial clastics were 

deposited in repeated cycles by broad fluvial, lacustrine and swamp systems (Passmore, 

1989). This depositional history created a highly favourable habitat for both oil and 

gas/condensate reservoirs. Almost every major formation of Jurassic age and several 
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from the Cretaceous have fair to good reservoir and/or source and seal potential. The 

course sandstone formations of bedload fluvial systems such as the middle Jurassic 

Hutton and late Jurassic Namur Sandstones have proven the best reservoirs. They 

commonly show up to 20 per cent porosity and 1 darcy permeability in sand pays up to 

30m thick (Passmore, 1989). Further reading on the Eromanga sediments can be found 

in Green et al., (1989) and Alexander et al., (2006). 

  

 

Figure 2.11: Permian sediment relationship between Pedirka, Simpson and Cooper basins all 

underlying Eromanga sediments. Note the almost exclusive oil reservoirs within the Cretaceous and 

Jurassic Eromanga basin sediments. Gas accumulations within the Permian Cooper basin 

sediments (Passmore, 1989). 

 

2.5.2 PREVIOUS MAGNETICS AND GRAVITY INTERPRETATIONS 

 

Interpretations from potential field surveys have taken place in the vicinity of the 

Pedirka Basin, but more out of interest in the neighbouring Cooper Basin. An equivalent 

petroleum system has been proposed between the Pedirka and Cooper basins (Ambrose 

et al., 2002) and coincident Eromanga and Permo-Carboniferous strata exist in each. 

Horizon depths were estimated from a magnetic profile in Kivior and Boyd, (1998) of 

the Birdsville Track Ridge region between the Cooper and Simpson basins. Sparse 

seismic data was used where available to assist in tying the horizons with the magnetic 

susceptibility contrasts. Horizons were estimated for the top of the Mesozoic horizon 

(Winton Formation), the Mackunda and Cadna-Owie formations (Eromanga strata) and 

the base of the Eromanga/Cooper Basin sediments marking the top of the Warburton 

strata. Drillhole samples were used to measure magnetic susceptibilities of the rock 

succession however actual values or contrast ratios were not provided and the strength 
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of related magnetic anomalies at depth is unclear. Spatially windowed power spectrum 

curves were analysed to estimate depth to basement.  

 

Meixner et al., (2000) presented an interpretation of the Cooper Basin’s southwest 

region using aeromagnetic and gravity data previously collected in 1997 over the 

Strzelecki and Innamincka map sheets. The largest anomalous bodies interpreted from 

this data were found to be below the pre-Permian basement – the ‘Z’ seismic horizon 

which in the Cooper Basin is considered the top of the Warburton sediments (Radke, 

2009). 

 

The Cooper Basin sequence unconformably overlies flat to compressively-deformed 

Cambro-Ordovician Warburton Basin strata with some Carboniferous granitic 

intrusives, volcanics and Proterozoic metasedimants (Radke, 2009). In the study by 

Meixner et al., (2000), the Patchawarra Trough showed no distinct gravity low and a 

large magnetic anomaly, suggesting a deep (~7 km), dense homogeneous body and was 

interpreted as highly magnetised intrusives. This is consistent with mafic/ultramafic 

intrusives known to exist in the area (Meixner et al., 2000). Still within the anomalous 

magnetised trough, the Tirrawarra Dome to the northeast was shown to outline a 

relatively low magnetised and high gravity, dense circular intrusive body with a top 

depth of 8.5km extending down to 15km depth. At such depths and with a high 

geothermal gradient of ~38C/km, the bottom depth would exceed the Curie Point and 

erase magnetic signatures (Meixner et al., 2000). In the study, it was found that 

bounding fault structures could be more clearly defined from taking the first vertical 

derivative of the magnetic data.  

 

The Meixner et al., (2000) study also highlighted a broad gravity low occurring along 

the Nappamerri Trough with more localised gravity lows corresponding to the 

subcropping Big Lake Suite granodiorite beneath the Cooper Basin. These were 

modelled as denser (2.8g/cm
3
) cupolas emanating from and above the larger batholithic 

granite mass (2.64g/cm
3
). This interpretation was supported by granodiorite being 

intersected by wells in the area (Meixner et al., 2000). 
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2.6 PETROLEUM SYSTEM 

2.6.1 SOURCES, RESERVOIRS, SEALS 

Key formations allocated to petroleum system elements are summarised in Table 2.6 including Sources, Reservoirs, Seals and hydrocarbon maturity. 

Pedirka, Simpson and Eromanga basins contribute to the Pedirka strata (Figure 2.6) and the Copper basin has been included for its prolific exploration 

history, comparative hydrocarbon system and proximity to the Pedirka Basin. Basin age decreases moving left to right. 

 

Table 2.6: Petroleum Source, Reservoir, Seal and maturity notes for the Pedirka, Cooper, Simpson and Eromanga Basins. Data collected from Radke, (2009), Ambrose, 

(2006) and Gibson et al., (2005). * denotes relevancy only if the formation exists beneath Stairway SS. (Gibson et al., 2005) 
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2.6.2 THERMAL MATURITY AND BURIAL HISTORY 

 

Early studies on the thermal history of the Pedirka Basin summarised in Gibson et al., 

(2005) initially suggested maximum palaeotemperatures in the Purni Formation and 

older sediments of McDills-1 having been reached in the Creataceous or Cenozoic. 

Subsequent re-analysis of existing McDills-1 samples in the Gibson et al., (2005) study 

revealed the onset of cooling from maximum palaeotemperatures in the Purni and 

Crown Point Formation source rocks was instead prior to 150Ma and with an early oil 

maturity window. This revision is consistent with the regionally observed Mesozoic 

cooling of between 200 and 140 Ma in the southern Amadeus Basin (Gibson et al., 

2005). Separate studies by Tingate and Duddy, (2006) studying samples from McDill-1 

agree that all sections reached maximum temperatures prior to Tertiary uplift and any 

hydrocarbon generation is likely to have occurred prior to that time (Figure 2.12). This 

study was made assuming a geothermal gradient of 30 °C/km until 3 Ma, when it 

increased to 40 °C/km. This recent increase in the geothermal gradient has allegedly had 

little effect on the present maturity levels. 

 

Figure 2.12: Burial history plot for McDills-1 (left) and Mt Hammersley-1 (Right) using AFTA 

palaeotemperature constraints (Tingate and Duddy, 2006). Entries into hydrocarbon maturity 

approximate maximum palaeotemperatures. Alice Springs Orogeny :390-330Ma. 

 

Palaeotemperature profile analysis of Gibson et al., (2005) for 13 wells of central 

Australia basins included McDills-1 and Thomas-1 and gave an overall indication of 

palaeo-heating as a result of greater depth of burial for multiple palaeo-heating events. 

Strong evidence in the Gibson et al., (2005) analysis supported the idea that cooling has 
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taken place due to uplift and erosion and without the occurrence of any significant 

increase in basal heat flow. In contrast, and the exception in the 13 wells studied, the 

McDills-1 profile suggested an above average geothermal gradient in the Early 

Cretaceous. 

 

Potential hydrocarbon sources in the Eringa and Madigan troughs may exist with 

increased maturities in the Purni section downdip from the McDills Ridge (and 

therefore from the McDills-1 thermal analysis). The peak oil generation window (VR0 

= 0.8-1.0) may occur in the Madigan Trough with the Purni sediments. However the 

increased maturities of the deeper Ordovician units (as in the Horn Valley Siltstone) are 

likely to be in the late oil to gas window or even beyond gas dry (Ambrose et al., 2002) 

and (Gibson et al., 2005). The underlying Todd River Dolostone would likely have 

experienced ever higher temperature conditions thus moving beyond dry gas. 

 

Modern-day geothermal gradients calculated from bottom-hole temperatures of 

available WCR’s in South Australia are listed in Table 2.7. The observed average 

geothermal gradient of 39.2°C/km is considered high compared with global averages 

indicated by Selley, (1998) of 26°C/km. Two wells straying over 1 standard deviation 

from the average were Purni-1 with 31°C/km and Erabena-1 with 42.8°C/km. Gibson et 

al., (2005) estimated a modern gradient for McDills-1 of 35.2°C/km. 

 

Analysis of the Mt Hammersley-1 well by Tingate and Duddy, (2006) indicated the 

Pacoota Sandstone (Amadeus) and older sediments reached maximum temperatures 

during the ASO with possible hydrocarbon generation likely occurring during or prior 

to this event (Figure 2.12). Cooling of sediments occurred between 400 and 300 Ma 

during and after the ASO while erosion of perhaps up to 3km of sediments took place 

(Tingate and Duddy, 2006). In the overlying Permian sediments (Pedirka), oil is likely 

to have generated in the Late Cretaceous to mid Ternary if suitable source rocks were 

present.  

 

measured maturity of the Purni Formation coal seam intersected being a vitrinite 

reflectance value of Ro=0.67 at depth 1875m indicates that the Purni Formation coal 

measures are substantially mature for oil generation in the central Madigan Trough 

where the top of the Permian is estimated at greater than 2400m, lowermost coals 

perhaps at about 2800m. 
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2.7 SUMMARY 

 

In this chapter, the known Pedirka Basin sediment stack was shown to contain multiple 

hydrocarbon sources including the Purni Formation, Poolowanna Formation and the 

unconfirmed Horseshoe Bend Shale and Todd River Dolostone. Reservoir sedimentary 

units and stratigraphic seals exist and deformation events have taken place as in the 

Delamerian Orogeny to form structural traps. The components exist for future 

hydrocarbon discovery. Oil shows of exploratory wells within the eastern side of the 

basin include Blamore 1, Simpson 1, Colsen 1 and Erabena 1. The oil shows indicate 

the presence of migrating hydrocarbons previously trapped by structures of Delamerian 

and ASO events but perhaps subsequently released by the reactivation of pre-existing 

faults during more recent orogenic events of the Late Cretaceous to the Late Eocene-

Oligocene. Amadeus sediments have been mapped in the northern third of the Pedirka 

Basin thus expanding the potential hydrocarbon sources. However there is still much to 

learn of the hydrocarbon plays associated with these sediments.  

 

The surrounding structural highs to the two key depocentres of the Eringa Trough and 

Madigan Trough remain a focus of ongoing exploration. Previous work in thermal 

modelling placed these deeper sources into middle-oil to gas maturities. Earlier analysis 

of potential field data has included the Pedirka Basin and its key depocentres however it 

has been at regional scale and so this more detailed study will contribute significantly to 

basement structure understanding and with implications to hydrocarbon exploration. 
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Table 2.7: Hydrocarbon thermal maturity characteristics compiled from the respective well completion reports (WCR) in South Australia (references in Table 2.5). The 

year of drilling is provided next to well names. The * and ~ symbols in the table characteristics are matched to the basin unit names. Each well log has three columns from 

left to right (moving to deeper strata) the Eromanga, Simpson and Pedirka basin units. Note the cluster of slightly increased geothermal gradients to the east.  
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3 GEOPHYSICS 

3.1 INTERPRETATION TECHNIQUES 

 

With the analysis of Gravity and Magnetic data, two broad categories exist - qualitative 

and quantitative processes. The qualitative process is typically map based, dominating 

the early stages of a regional study and designed to provide information on the nature of 

individual anomalous bodies such as intrusions, faults, folds and intra-sedimentary 

bodies. Relative ages of intersecting faults are also assessed along with tectonic features 

and geological lineations. Algorithms for rapidly detecting such lineations without bias 

using phase symmetry of potential field data are now available (Holden et al., 2007). 

 

The quantitative process carries on from the map line work with a refining of locations 

and determination of depths to anomalous bodies. Such methods include analytic 

estimates from Euler deconvolution on either grid or profile data and using profile data 

for forward modelling and inversions. 3D model inversions can assist in the 

interpretation development of depth estimation using the observed potential field 

signals. This process is typically iterative both manually and from computer based 

inversions where models are reworked so as to collaborate most effectively with known 

geological information such as seismic sections and well log stratigraphy. 

 

The following sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 describe the interpretive techniques available. 

The non-uniqueness challenge of the potential field theory and rock properties used by 

the theory are discussed in 3.2. 

3.1.1 QUALITATIVE TECHNIQUES 

 

The method of Reduction to the Pole (RTP) transforms induced magnetic responses to 

that which would occur in a vertical field experienced at the magnetic pole 

(Getech_Group_plc, 2007). This is most effective for mid-latitude study areas where 

asymmetric responses to sub-vertical bodies will now have symmetrical highs directly 

over the causative body. In using this filter, the maximum gradient of such anomalies 

coincides with the causative body’s edge. The reduction to pole filter is less suitable for 

low latitudes and for areas with appreciable remanence or where anisotropy is present. 
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The Analytic Signal now more commonly referred to as Total Gradient or energy 

envelope, is often used as an effective substitute to the reduction to the pole for 

magnetic data in low magnetic latitudes as it is independent of the direction of the 

geomagnetic field inclination. This filter was shown to generate peaks over the edges of 

discrete bodies (Nabighian, 1972). In order to simplify the qualitative interpretation 

process by producing peaks centred over magnetic bodies, the analytic signal can be 

applied to total magnetic field data that has firstly been vertically integrated (MacLeod 

et al., 1993). The result is similar to pseudo-gravity. The process of calculating the 

analytic signal also eliminates permanent (remanent) magnetization and magnetic 

anisotropy and thus reduces potential unknown complexities in the data. 

 

Magnetic or gravity data measured on a given observation plane can be recalculated as 

though the observations were made at a different height, either higher (upward 

continuation) or lower (downward continuation) thus either attenuating or emphasizing 

shorter wavelength anomalies respectively. The reader is referred to Telford et al., 

(1990) and Reeves, (2009) for further mathematical detail. Upward continuation is a 

useful tool for removing the shallow anomalous features in potential field and thus 

simplifying subsequent depth estimation in areas of deeper magnetic basement. 

 

Rules of thumb for the wavelength of an anomaly have been used for magnetic data 

since the 1970’s. Such estimates use a multiple of the wavelength to measure the depth 

of the causative body. Every complex waveform is made up of multiple signals with 

differing wavelength, wave height and direction. Thus traditional (high-pass or low-

pass) filtering is a method to isolate certain wavelengths and then assess the remaining 

anomalies for depth estimates using rules of thumb. For instance the wavelength of an 

anomaly can be divided by three to estimate the depth of the body.  

 

The logarithm of the power of the potential field signal at each wavelength can be 

plotted against wavelength to produce a power spectrum sometimes observed as a series 

of straight line segments. These line segments represent an ensemble of sources at a 

given depth and the depth is directly proportional to the slope of the line segment. This 

concept first presented by Bhattacharyya, (1966) for a single rectangular block was then 

generalized by Spector and Grant, (1970) for any magnetic anomaly. This filter referred 

to as Pseudo-depth Slicing performs better than traditional filtering as it is a data-
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adaptive process involving spectral shaping. However applying such a method over a 

large area to determine an undulating basement depth can give ambiguous results. The 

slicing is therefore applied as a sliding spatial window and becomes computationally 

intensive. 

 

The Vertical Derivative (VD) or vertical gradient filter of the signal f ( f / z) enhances 

near surface effects at the expense of deeper anomalies. Data needs to be of high 

quality, as the enhancement of near surface features will also enhance noise in the data. 

 

The Total Horizontal Derivative (THDR) expressed in Equation 3.1 is used to highlight 

geological contacts and fault features with maxima of this filtered result indicating 

source edges (Stanley, 1977). Fault locations are very accurate however this filter must 

always be used in conjunction with RTP for magnetic data. This technique can also 

image structure at differing depths when applied to pseudo-depth slices 

(Getech_Group_plc, 2007). Crests of the magnitude of the horizontal derivative of 

pseudo gravity fields were used as an approximate tool for locating the edges of 

magnetic bodies Cordell and Grauch, (1982). In practice, this approach can also be 

applied to the reduced-to-the-pole magnetic field. 

      √(
  

  
)
 

 (
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Equation 3.1: Total Horizontal Derivative equation where f can be Gravity or Magnetic signal. 

 

The Tilt Derivative (TDR) or more accurately Tilt Angle acts as an automatic gain 

control on magnetic or gravity anomalies and thus evenly enhances subtle features and 

strong anomalies. The tilt angle (Miller and Singh, 1994) is the ratio of the first vertical 

derivative to the total horizontal derivative as shown in Equation 3.2.  

 

Equation 3.2: Tilt Angle equation where f can be Gravity or Magnetic signal. 

 

The Tan trigonometric function restricts values to between -90° and 90°. In fact the 

depth to the anomalous body is half the physical distance between the ±45° contours 

and location of contact like structures is at θ=0 ° (Salem et al., 2007). This is illustrated 

in Figure 3.1. The filtered results should be interpreted with some caution as it assumes 
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the data has been reduced to pole (or vertically induced), has no remanence and the 

anomalous body has a vertical contact angle. 

 

Figure 3.1: Representation of the tilt-derivative interpretation. Uppermost graph is of TMI versus 

distance along a theoretical traverse with zero metres at the inflection point. The inflection point of 

the curve (centre graph) represents the location of the step contact and a tilt derivative of zero 

according to theory. The distance along the profile Zc that translates to a tilt angle of +45° is the 

depth to the magnetic source (lower most image). After Salem et al., (2007) 

 

3.1.2 QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES 

 

The interpretive methods of the previous section do not generally provide estimates for 

depth to the anomalous body. Euler deconvolution employs Euler’s homogeneity 

equation on TMI or Gravity data to identify location, apparent depth and nature of any 

source present (Reid et al., 1990) . This method uses a Structural Index (SI) which is a 

measure of the fall-off rate of the gravity or magnetic field with distance from the 

source of a given geometry such as a sill/dyke or cylinder/pipe (Table 3.1). This process 

relates the magnetic field gradients to the location of the source of an anomaly. The 

wavelength of the anomaly used for the source location acts as a guide for the top-to-

source-depth estimate. 
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STRUCTURAL INDEX (SI) MAGNETIC FIELD GRAVITY FIELD 

0 Contact/Step Sill/Dyke/Ribbon/Step 

1 Sill/Dyke Cylinder/Pipe 

2 Cylinder/Pipe Sphere 

3 Sphere/Barrel/Ordnance N/A 

Table 3.1: Various anomalous geometries relating to the Structural Index of the Euler 

deconvolution interpretive technique. 

 

Potential field modelling also serves to provide estimated depths and thicknesses of 

geological units. In layered Earth models, each layered body can have a density, 

magnetic susceptibility and velocity assigned. In contrast, smooth model inversions 

simply discretise each model cell with a gradually changing density or magnetic 

susceptibility value – there are no definitive boundaries applied to geological units in 

such models. 

 

The observed gravity and magnetic signals are representative of lateral and depth 

variations of densities and magnetic susceptibilities respectively of the subsurface 

geology. 2D section models and 3D inversion models can provide additional methods of 

quantitative interpretations for depth estimation. These concepts will be further 

explained in the next section. 

3.2 ROCK PROPERTIES USED IN MODELLING 

 

The gravitational effect can be predicted at any point on a surface from a known 

subsurface mass distribution (with specified position, shape and density) by application 

of potential theory. In interpreting or modelling gravity data in the field, the reverse 

needs to be applied and unfortunately the process is not entirely reversible. In fact any 

gravity profile can be produced by an infinite number of imaginable mass distributions. 

This ambiguity is similarly the case for field magnetic data measuring subsurface 

magnetic susceptibility distributions. This non-uniqueness for a model - even if the 

calculated response matches the observed signal – applies to gravity and magnetic data. 

This is why independent constraints like that obtained from borehole logs, seismic data 

or known geological information reduces (but never eliminates) the ambiguity in 
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interpretations.  Saltus and Blakely, (2011), Dobrin and Savit, (1988) and Telford et al., 

(1990) are recommended for further reading on the subject of non-uniqueness. 

 

The process of interactively building a geological model (forward modelling) based on 

rock units defined by magnetic susceptibilities and/or densities calculates the expected 

magnetic and gravity response. Any differences between the modelled response and the 

observed magnetic and gravity signals can be reduced through the process of iterative 

inversions. 

3.2.1 MAGNETISM OF CRYSTALLINE ROCKS AND SEDIMENTS 

 

The fundamental rock property used for magnetic prospecting is magnetic 

susceptibility. As the term suggests, magnetic susceptibility is the degree to which a 

geological body is susceptible to becoming magnetized while in the presence of an 

external magnetic field such as the Earth’s magnetic field. This is often referred to as 

induced magnetization. An important secondary component of a rock's total magnetic 

response is remanence which represents the residual magnetism in the absence of a 

magnetic field. This will be discussed in the next chapter. 

 

The behaviour of a material when placed in a magnetic field can be classified under one 

of five types of magnetic behaviour. The strongest magnetic interaction is termed 

ferromagnetism which results in very high magnetic susceptibility. Examples of such a 

response are from pure iron, cobalt and nickel however these types of elements are not 

normally found in the natural environment. Ferrimagnetism is the classification given to 

nearly all magnetic minerals that result in high magnetic susceptibility values, examples 

of which are magnetite, maghemite, titanomagnetite, oxides of iron and monoclinic 

pyrrhotite. Minerals that show a low susceptibility due to near cancellation of their 

magnetic moments are known as antiferromagnetic and such examples include hematite 

and goethite (Dearing, (1994), Telford et al., (1990)). Very highly oxidised rocks as in 

surficial sediments in Australia tend to contain hematite and thus tend to be weakly 

magnetic. Similar or weaker susceptibility values are the result of numerous materials 

that show the property of paramagnetism, examples of which are biotite and pyrite. 

Finally a substance is said to be diamagnetic if it gives weak, negative values of 

magnetic susceptibility. Here the substance has atoms with orbital electrons that oppose 
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the external field. Such earth materials consist of graphite, quartz salt and calcium 

carbonate. 

 

Crystalline rocks are of igneous origin and may have undergone metamorphic processes 

since the initial formation of being extruded or as a plutonic process. If igneous material 

is extruded as molten magma on the surface of the Earth, the lava will cool quickly and 

solidify rapidly. Magma that cools deep underground will solidify slowly. Fewer centres 

of crystallization will form when the cooling process is slower and the crystals have a 

chance to grow larger before encountering another growing crystal. If the composition 

of the magma is iron rich and thus are supportive of magnetic mineral growth, then 

more rapidly cooled rocks will typically show a weaker magnetic signature over more 

gradually cooled units. (Clark and Emerson, 1991). 

 

As a rule, classical rock names are much too broad for useful classification of magnetic 

properties. The reason for this is the susceptibility of most rocks reflects the abundance 

of accessory minerals - in particular magnetite. Meta-igneous rocks for instance are 

sensitive to their geological history, including the degree of differentiation, degree and 

type of hydrothermal alteration and conditions of metamorphism. Subtle variations in 

these influences can therefore result in differences in magnetic properties (Clark and 

Emerson, 1991). Greenschist and amphibolite grade metamorphism tend to demagnetise 

basic igneous units. Granulite grade metamorphism of rocks can create secondary 

magnetite and hence create highly magnetised rocks.  Evidence of these subtle 

variations in mineral concentrations is in the distinct bimodal distribution in 

susceptibilities of a number of rock types as shown in Figure 3.2. Generally, bimodal 

susceptibility variations are representative of distinct subpopulations whereby 

ferrimagnetic minerals are either absent or present. Iron in the form of Fe2+ occurs in 

the weakly magnetic subpopulation of paramagnetic silicate minerals such as 

pyroxenes, amphiboles, olivines, garnets and micas (Clark and Emerson, 1991). 

Moderate to strongly magnetic subpopulations include Fe3+ incorporated into magnetite. 

An important bimodal distribution applies for granitoids which is broadly split into a 

magnetite series and an ilmenite series (Ishihara, 1977). The magnetite series is 

relatively oxidised corresponding broadly to I-type granites while the ilmenite series is 

more reduced and usually an S-type granitoid (Figure 3.2).   
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Figure 3.2: General ranges in magnetic susceptibility values for various rock types showing features 

of bimodal distribution. Shaded areas indicate most commonly measured values. (After Clark and 

Emerson, (1991)).  
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As a rule, fresh mafic rocks (dolerites, gabbros and basalts) will show greater 

susceptibilities to more acidic suites (granites and rhyolites). Hydrothermal alteration of 

dolerites and basalts usually reduces the susceptibility. Gabbros can show a bimodal 

susceptibility distribution due to paramagnetic and ferrimagnetic subpopulations. 

 

Magnetic data also has a dipolar nature, firstly being latitude/longitude dependent due to 

the geomagnetic field enveloping the Earth’s surface and secondly being induced by 

magnetic geological bodies. Each anomalous body will therefore exhibit both attractive 

and repulsive components (magnetic high’s and low’s respectively) unless a body is 

located at the Earth’s magnetic poles where signals become symmetrical due to the 

solely vertical component of the Earth’s field. Despite these complexities, there is 

typically just a single source for magnetic signatures – the crystalline basement – as the 

sediments that sit above often have little to no influence in the overall magnetic signal. 

The reason is a lack of ferrimagnetic mineral grains in the soil at the time of deposition - 

sediments that are hydrated, or perhaps with moderate to high silica content (quartz 

being most common) and comprise of carbon will inhibit Magnetite formation 

(McIntyre, 1980). Hence clean carbonates and clastic sediments will show very low 

susceptibility. Certain immature sandstones can be quite magnetic if they contain 

significant quantities of detrital magnetite perhaps sourced from upstream mafic 

volcanic environments. 

 

The magnetic basement source has a key regional impact in any study area and should 

be given primary consideration. The modelling of magnetic data is particularly 

important for extending interpretation below the level of seismic penetration. 

 

With the development of more sensitive magnetometers and with the trend to more 

detailed magnetic surveys, iron bearing minerals impart observable paramagnetism to 

rocks. McQueen and McRae, (2004) found the pisoidal ferruginous clasts - containing 

maghemite - to be abundant in some palaeochannel sediments (up to 60m deep) within 

their study area surrounded by the Eromanga, Surat and Murray Basins. The maghemite 

resulted in a strong magnetic signature of the host palaeochannels in aeromagnetic 

imagery thus causing difficulties in determining basement features. These can be 

important influences in areas lacking sources of strong magnetization (Clark and 

Emerson, 1991). A common source of such magnetism is highly oxidized surficial 
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sediments. They can pose as unwanted anomalies when determining depth to basement 

and their signature is best removed by filtering techniques such as upward continuation 

of the magnetic data. This will eliminate shallow source high frequency anomalies and 

still allow for depth determination of deeper magnetic sources. 

 

3.2.2 REMANENT MAGNETISM 

 

While induced magnetization is a dynamic property dependent on the applied (Earth’s) 

field, remanence is a permanent magnetization regarded as a static property independent 

of weak applied fields. Remanence takes place when a rock cools from a high 

temperature in an applied field. As the magnetic grains cool, the induced magnetisations 

of the grains become frozen and a permanent magnetisation is formed (Clark, 1983). 

The magnetisation of a rock is the vector sum of the induced and remanent 

magnetizations. The relative magnitude of remanence is referred to as the 

Koenigsberger ratio (Qn) – the ratio of the remanent magnetization (in A/m) to the 

product of susceptibility (SI units) and the earth’s magnetic field strength (A/m). The 

ranges of Qn for various rock types are shown in Figure 3.3. Ratios over the value of 1 

indicate a magnitude that will have a noticeable influence in modelling. 

 

Figure 3.3: Ranges of Koenigsberger ratios for various rock types. Obliquely striped areas indicate the most 

commonly measured ratios. After Clark and Emerson, (1991). 
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Remanence intensity is sensitive to factors such as grain size, microstructure of 

magnetic minerals and geological history. Larger magnetite grains have relatively weak 

remanence showing Koenigsberger rations less than unity. Remanent intensity is highest 

for smaller submicron magnetite grains and titanomagnetite grains up to approximately 

20µm in diameter. Young rapidly cooled basaltic rocks with fine titanomagnetite grain 

sizes typically show higher remanence (Clark and Emerson, 1991). In contrast granitic 

rocks and metamorphic rocks with secondary magnetite typically exhibit course grained 

multidomain magnetite. With these differing subpopulations of magnetite grains - each 

subpopulation with a general remanence vector - the sum of the vectors tend to result in 

a negligible influence.  

 

The primary mechanism for residual magnetization in igneous rocks – 

thermoremanance – occur as they cool through the Curie point and the magnetic 

domains within the individual minerals align themselves to the Earth’s magnetic field. It 

is a function of the cooling rate where it is largest for subaqueous chilled margins and 

decreases with distance from the margin. Provided primary remanence has not been 

severely altered by thermal or chemical overprints, doleritic sills and dykes are 

characterised by high Qn values typically from 1 to 10.  

 

Monoclinic pyrrhotite-bearing rocks often show relatively intense remanence (Henkel, 

1994) which can be ancient and quite oblique to the current field. Pfeiffer et al., (2004) 

studied the origin of remanence in magnetic data in the Tanami, 300km north of the 

Amadeus basin, and showed samples of high Qn (Qn > 10) were dominated by 

remanently magnetised pyrrhotite. The magnetic signature was of unusually high 

amplitude linear magnetic lows to the north of some magnetic highs. 

 

Serpentinites are often dominated by viscous magnetisation – a slow alignment of 

magnetic minerals at low-temperature through thermal agitation. The remanence is 

subparallel to the present field and therefore strengthens the induced magnetisation, 

enhancing the effective susceptibility (Clark and Emerson, 1991). This can lead to 

larger anomaly amplitudes than measured susceptibilities may indicate. Hence if 

remanence is neglected, misleading quantitative interpretations may result.  
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Regions of stratigraphic sediments tend not to show any significant remanence unless 

the rocks hold magnetite also. 

 

3.2.3 DENSITY OF CRYSTALLINE ROCKS AND SEDIMENTS 

 

Knowledge of rock densities is essential to the interpretation and modelling of gravity 

data in geophysical exploration (Emerson, 1990). In ground or airborne gravity surveys 

the quantity to be determined is local lateral variation in density (Telford et al., 1990) 

whereby subsurface density variances produce anomalies in the observed signal. The 

gravity field is monopolar - an aspect conducive to easier interpretation over the bipolar 

magnetic field. Gravity observations are responsive to the entire geologic section and 

thus gravity modelling can prove to be challenging if the density of one unit is 

particularly astray. 

 

Density - the mass of a unit volume of material in g/cm
3
 – when applied to soils or 

rocks includes both the matrix of the geological sample and the pore space existing 

between the grains and within the grains Together they form the bulk density - a 

function of lithology and porosity although mainly dependent on changes with porosity. 

Although porous sediment will become more compacted at greater depths, the main 

effect on porosity gradients are sediment mineralogy, sediment texture and the 

geothermal and pressure regimes subjected on these sediments (Selley, 1998). 

 

Bulk density varies primarily due to rock type. In a general sense, crystalline igneous 

and metamorphic rocks prove to be denser than sedimentary rocks however 

considerable overlap occurs (Figure 3.4). For the purpose of modelling, coal and 

sandstones typically have a lower density than limestones, clays, shales and dolomites. 

Adjacent sedimentary formations in the field rarely show a density contrast greater than 

0.25 g/cm
3
. Overburdens can demonstrate average densities of 1.92 g/cm

3
 when wet and 

1.55 g/cm
3
 when dry (Telford et al., 1990). Similarly, a contrast can exist for wet and 

dry sediments, averaging between ~2.50 and ~2.20 g/cm
3
 respectively. The contrast 

between overburden and underlying sediment densities can potentially create significant 

anomalies and variations of overburden thickness should be at least assessed as to the 

cause of gravity anomalies.  
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Figure 3.4: Density values and ranges for various rocks and minerals. (After Emerson, (1990)). 
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J.W. Peters of Mobil Oil Company conveniently simplified rock type densities from 

hundreds of samples shown in Table 3.2. 

 

Lithology Average (g/cm
3
) Range (g/cm

3
) No. of samples 

Sandstone 2.32 1.61-2.76 617 

Shale 2.42 1.77-2.45 322 

Limestone 2.54 1.92-2.90 487 

Acidic igneous 2.61 2.30-3.11 105 

Dolomite 2.70 2.36-2.90 120 

Metamorphic 2.74 2.40-3.10 114 

Basic igneous 2.79 2.09-3.17 83 

Table 3.2: Average and ranges of rock densities from surface samples and cores based on 

laboratory measurements. (Dobrin and Savit, 1988) 

 

The texture of sediment is another contributing factor to porosity. Sands with poorly 

sorted grains and an abundant clay matrix will compact more thereby losing porosity 

and increasing density faster than do clean, well-sorted sands. 

 

The presence of oil and gas in sand formations is commonly observed to preserve 

porosity. Circulation of connate water is diminished once oil and gas enter a formation 

and thus further cementation in reduced. Gas saturated sands tend to preserve porosity 

more-so for the same depth than for oil saturated sands and water wet sands (Selley, 

1998). 

 

Sediments that are chemically unstable such as volcaniclastic sands tend to lose porosity 

fastest with increasing depth due to cementation. Cement is post-depositional mineral 

growth occurring within the voids of sediment. The rate of chemical reactions increases 

with temperature albeit at a slow and steady rate. The slow rate suggests there is little 

circulation of connate fluids and results in a linear trend (Figure 3.5). In contrast, pure 

stable quartz sand tends to show the lowest gradient in losing porosity with depth due to 

its chemical stability (Selley, 1998). 

 

Anomalous gravity highs indicate areas of above-average crustal density or a thinner 

crust (where the crust is lighter than the underlying mantle). Anomalous lows indicate 

below-average crustal density or thicker crust (Tracey et al., 2008). The depth of the 
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crustal bodies having the anomalous 

density is indicated by the anomaly 

wavelength: finer, sharper anomalies 

indicate shallower bodies while broader, 

diffuse anomalies typically indicate 

deeper bodies. 

 

Densities of rocks within a particular 

region are difficult to predict from 

general rock types alone and thus it is 

important to have direct measurements of 

rock densities within a given survey area 

when possible. This bulk density can be 

measured from drill core rock samples 

using the Archimedes’ Principle 

(outlined in Emerson, (1990)). For 

measurement of density and porosity of 

rocks in situ when penetrated by a bore 

hole, a gamma-ray radiating sonde is firstly lowered on a cable and while being lifted 

back up the well, measurements are made of the returned gamma radiation from the 

formation. The common types of sonde information utilised in this project and their 

applications are given in Table 3.3. Selley, (1998) is suggested for further reading. 

 

Geophysical 

tool and units 

Property 

measured 

Application in Hydrocarbon Exploration 

(R) Gamma Ray. 

Measured in API 

Natural  radioactivity 

generally from 

Potassium (K) content. 

Indicator and correlation of lithology. Shales contain more 

radioactive material (particularly Potassium) than sandstones or coal 

and produce a positive deflection from left to right. 

(R) Density log. 

Measured in 

g/cm3 

Emits and measures 

gamma radiation 

intensity. 

Evaluates formation porosity. Gamma radiation is related to electron 

density of atoms in formation which in turn is directly related to bulk 

density – a function of lithology and porosity. Presence of gas causes 

log to give too high a porosity. 

Sonic log. 

Measured in μs/ft 

Acoustic velocity. Interval transit time measured can be used to calculate interval 

velocity and porosity. Less accurate than porosity estimate of 

Density log. 

Table 3.3: Geophysical tools and their respective applications used in the analysis of formations. R 

denotes Radioactive log. API units are American Petroleum Institute. 

Figure 3.5: Depth versus porosity curves of 

sandstones showing a decreasing gradient with 

increasing mineralogical maturity. (Selley, 1998). 
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3.2.4 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VELOCITIES AND DENSITIES 

 

The waves from seismic surveys induce elastic deformation along the propagation path 

in the subsurface. In exploration seismology, key interest is in the compressional P-

waves and shear S-waves travelling through the interior of solid layers and known as 

body waves. Compressional waves induce particle motion be a compressional stress in 

the direction of wave propagation. Shear waves induce a shear stress perpendicular to 

the wave direction. The more the rock resists to the compressional and shear stresses, 

the higher the compressional and shear velocities respectively. The compressional stress 

causes a change in the particle dimension or volume. In contrast the shear stress does 

not change the particle dimension or volume and instead changes the particle shape 

(Yilmaz, 2001). Elastic parameters such as Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and 

Lamé’s constants deal with such deformations. The theory of elastic constants is beyond 

the scope of this study and further reading can be found in Yilmaz, (2001), Brocher, 

(2005) and Sheriff, (1991). In most cases, field observations show that a higher density 

equates to a higher velocity. The reason is that an increase in density is accompanied by 

an increase in the ability of a rock to resist shear and compressional stresses. Bulk 

modulus is a measure of incompressibility, and modulus of rigidity is a measure of 

resistance to shear stress. As these two moduli values increase, so too does velocity. 

This proportional relationship between density (ρ) and compressional velocity (Vp) have 

been studied for various lithologies and depths as shown in Figure 3.6. 

 

Time-to-depth conversion has always been one of the objectives of seismic 

interpretation. There is no straightforward procedure that derives a depth section from a 

seismic (time) section. This is due to the fact that seismic reflection times depend upon 

the positions and shapes of the reflecting interfaces in addition to the moduli discussed 

above. The velocity data patterns are often complex, affecting geological 

interpretations. Depth conversion takes considerable amount of an analyst's time and 

leaves concerns about its accuracy. This uncertainty in depth conversion procedure 

significantly contributes to pitfalls and ambiguities in depth conversion velocities. 
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Figure 3.6: Variations in P-wave velocity with various rock types and different densities. Showing 

data published from Ludwig et al., (1970). The Nafe-Drake polynomial regression is the preferred 

density versus velocity relation. 
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4 DATA SOURCES AND QUALITY CONTROL 

4.1 MAGNETICS 

4.1.1 DATASETS AND STATISTICS 

 

Publicly available data from the Geoscience Australia Data Delivery System (GADDS) 

website (10.2 APPENDIX) was used to obtain the Magnetic data for the project. Eleven 

datasets were used for the area covering the current boundary of the Pedirka Basin 

(Figure 4.1). Simpson North and Simpson McDills were each divided into two datasets. 

 

A statistical summary of 

the survey details for the 

respective datasets is 

given in Table 4.1. Most 

but not all datasets 

included the raw Total 

Magnetic Intensity 

(rTMI), Diurnal and TMI 

data. Where available, the 

TMI data was checked 

against the raw data and 

found to be with a 

constant difference after 

the diurnal and IGRF had 

been corrected. The 

difference between the 

dataset and calculated 

TMI is likely to be due to differing IGRF corrections which were not included in the 

datasets. This difference would be corrected for in the DC shift of the data during the 

grid knitting process. 

 

Figure 4.1: Map of the dataset boundaries and their respective 

names collected from GADDS and used for gridding the Pedirka 

Basin magnetics. National parks named and outlined in green. 

Pedirka basin outline in black. 
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Line Spacing (N-S 
orientation)  

400  300  400  400 400 400  400  400  400  400  500  

Station Spacing (m) ~7.5  ~15  ~7.7  ~7.7  ~7.8 ~7.3  ~7.3  ~6.5 ~7.8  ~8.1  ~56 

Gridded at (m) 100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  

Nominal Flying height (m) 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 ? 

Elevation data  Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 

Magnetom. res. (nT) 0.001 0.02 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 ? ? ? 

Magnetic instru. CV G822A CV CS-2 CS-2 CS-2 CS-2 CS-2 CS-2 ? ? ? 

Year flown 01 90 04 04 04 04 04 04 01 94 81 

Included TMI raw, Diurnal, TMI Yes Yes Yes* Yes* Yes* Yes* Yes* Yes* Yes 
Residual 

only 
TMI 
only 

Included GPS alt, Barometric Alt, 
Radar alt, DTM 

Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Baro. 

and alt. 
only 

No No 

Included TMI Levelled data No Yes No No No No No No No No No 

Table 4.1: Statistics of magnetic datasets for the Pedirka basin. Station spacing is an average as is the nominal flying height. Fields with “?” indicates values that could not 

be found in survey data. * denotes datasets that had a TMIComp column which was deemed equivalent to TMI raw. 
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There is a regional magnetic dataset that exists for the area south east of the Simpson 

North, Simpson McDills and “SA2 P719 SEAI D3” datasets. The dataset name is 

61SA02 flown in 1961 with E-W line spacing of 8,250m and a flying height of 455m 

(SARIG, 10.2 APPENDIX). This data only exists as grid form now and the original 

survey data no longer exists (Peter Percival personal communication, 2010). The survey 

specifications of 61SA02 are in extreme contrast to the datasets from Table 4.1 and the 

grid itself exhibits strong artificial anomaly artifacts. For these reasons, this data has 

been used sparingly particularly with interpretations on the fringe of the high quality 

datasets. 

4.1.2 GRIDDING TECHNIQUE SELECTION 

 

The conversion of spatial data into the frequency domain through the use of fast Fourier 

transforms (FFT’s) can help to investigate a preferred gridding algorithm, and discern 

data noise. Such FFT tools include the 2-D Power spectra and radially averaged power 

spectra - both of which decompose gridded spatial data into a series of sine and cosine 

functions of varying frequencies and power.  

 

Any continuous signal requires sampling – whether it is a survey measuring a potential 

field signal or an FFT decomposing a gridded surface into frequencies. In any discrete 

sampling process of continuous data, the Nyquist cut-off frequency umax must be 

considered. This is the maximum frequency (shortest wavelength) that can be resolved 

with spatial sampling increment Δx. The Nyquist frequency (in cycles per unit) is 

defined as umax = 1 / (2Δx). Any higher frequencies present during sampling will alias 

themselves as a shorter frequency and therefore contaminate the sampled data - 

illustrated in Figure 4.2. 

 

2-D power spectra displayed in 

this paper have an origin (0,0) at 

the centre left of the grid. 

Frequencies increase to the right 

(corresponding with the x-axis of 

the spatial grid) and up (for the 

spatial grid y-axis). The power 

Figure 4.2: Aliasing due to under-sampling - The arrows 

indicate a spatial sampling rate of 50m. The continuous 

line is an anomaly wavelength of 71.4m (shorter than the 

Nyquist wavelength of 100m) which aliases itself as a 

wavelength of 166.7m displayed by the broken line  

(Telford et al., 1990). 
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spectrum upper, lower and right edges mark the grid 

Nyquist frequency (Figure 4.3). This represents the 

highest frequency that can be analysed in the spectrum 

based on the gridded cell size. As a grid cell size is 

reduced, the Nyquist frequency will increase based on 

umax = 1 / (2Δx). In citing an arbitrary example, if there 

were vertically striking corrugations on a spatial grid 

then by moving horizontally across the image we would 

encounter a rough surface. In translating this to the 

Fourier domain, high frequency components are required 

to fit the image variation in this direction, a 

characteristic that manifests itself as concentrations of 

power along the horizontal frequency axis. 

 

Gridding of the magnetic data was carried out using the 

Minimum Curvature and the Bi-directional gridding 

algorithms of Oasis montaj software from Geosoft. The 

two techniques were compared to determine overall grid 

quality by analysing the 2-D power spectra and radially 

averaged power spectra for each grid. The results of this 

test on the Andado dataset will be presented which 

proved to be characteristic of several datasets tested. Cell sizes of 80m, 100m and 120m 

were used representing 1/5, 1/4, 1/3 the line spacing respectively. 

 

The minimum curvature algorithm is an iterative process of estimating grid values from 

a starting course grid cell size decreasing down to the chosen cell size. Each iteration 

continues until: 

 A designated percentage of the actual data-points are within a limiting tolerance 

of the minimum curvature surface, or 

 It reaches a specified maximum number of iterations. 

 

Figure 4.3: 2D- Power spectrum 

example showing key points 

that are used in reading the 

image. The low frequencies 

(long wavelengths) tend to show 

higher power in potential field 

grids. Peaks in power at certain 

frequencies can indicate noise 

related as a result of gridding, 

strong trends in the data or 

artifacts from filtering. 
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The Minimum Curvature algorithm on the Andado dataset produced striations parallel 

to the line direction with the strongest visual evidence of striations occurring with the 

grid of 80m cell size (Figure 4.4a). This grid frequency is clearly shown as 

concentrations of power (peaks) in the 2D power spectrum (inserts to Figure 4.4a). 

These power peaks are also presented in the radially averaged power spectra of Figure 

4.4b). In the 80m grid cell size example, the power peaks begin at the grid Nyquist limit 

of 0.00625 cycles per metre (160m). The successive concentrations of power continue 

in decrements of 0.00125 until the line Nyquist limit of 0.00125 cycles per metre 

(800m). These successive peaks correspond to the introduction of noise in the minimum 

curvature gridding with the parameters used. This noise reduces with a larger cell size 

and reduces considerably further by increasing the % pass tolerance parameter to 

99.99999%. 

 

The bi-directional spline for line 

based data is intended as a 

solution to take advantage of the 

rapid sampling along-lines as is 

typical in aeromagnetic surveys. 

This algorithm has two stages 

where each grid line is firstly 

interpolated along the original 

survey line to yield data values at 

the intersection of each required 

grid line with the observed data. 

Secondly, the intersected points 

from each line are then 

interpolated in the across-line 

direction to produce a value at 

each required grid point. Aliasing 

does not come into play with this 

algorithm as the first stage 

interpolation uses every data 

value no matter the grid cell size 

chosen. 

Figure 4.4: a) Zoomed-in slices (nine kms wide) of 

minimum curvature grids at indicated cell sizes for the 

Andado dataset. Insets are 2D power spectrums for the 

complete Andado data. White margin indicates changes to 

grid Nyquist limit. b) Radially averaged power spectrums. 

The vertical purple marker at 0.00125 cycles per metre 

indicates flight line Nyquist limit and the right edge of the 

red profiles indicate grid Nyquist limits. 
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The bi-directional line gridded 

results were clean and very similar 

to each other, except for a slight 

smoothing of detail with larger cell 

size (Figure 4.5 a). There are no 

power spikes for the bi-directional 

line gridding. The grid padding 

method used in preparing for the 

Fourier domain was Multistep 

Expansion. This method produces a 

low-power star-like ridge in the 

power spectrum representing X and 

Y matching frequencies (Figure 4.5 

a) insets). This is not related to the 

data or the grid but instead due to 

the overall cleaner grid padding of 

the multistep expansion compared 

with other grid expansion methods. 

 

The bi-directional algorithm was 

chosen for the higher quality results 

produced. In the other datasets 

tested, subtle noise anomalies occurred for the 80m cell size with bi-directional gridding 

and thus the 100m cell size was chosen for all datasets - 1/4 the line spacing of all but 

the Kulgera dataset. 

4.1.3 ISOLATED CORRUGATION 

 

The line data over all datasets was very high quality. One exception was in the 

Eromanga dataset to the top of the Pedirka basin extents. Here there was an artificial 

and isolated corrugation along one line L13600 which transitioned from a negative to a 

positive feature along its length (Figure 4.6 i). The crossing tie lines proved to be 

accurate. Microlevelling methods were not able to resolve the issue. The solution came 

from removing (dummying) the problematic line data, inserting tie line values at the 

Figure 4.5: a) Zoomed-in slices with same scale and 

extents as Figure 4.4 of bi-directional grids at indicated 

cell sizes for the Andado dataset. Insets are 2D power 

spectrums. Nyquist limit changes indicated by white 

margin. b) Radially averaged power spectras. The 

vertical purple marker at 0.00125 cycles per metre 

indicates flight line Nyquist limit and the right edge of 

the red profiles indicate grid Nyquist limits. 
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intersections with L13600 

and then gridding with an 

increased Maximum Line 

Separation value with the 

bi-directional gridding 

algorithm. This resulted in 

a satisfactory correction 

(Figure 4.6 iii). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.4 GRID STITCHING AND MAGNETIC COMPOSITE GRID 

 

The nine grids were assessed for significant base shifts between each and it was found 

SAEI d1 and Rodinga had significant changes to their base levels with respect to all 

other grids. The grid stitching algorithm in Oasis montaj corrected for these differences 

while using the Eromanga grid as the master grid to de-trend all other grids to. The de-

trending process used overlap points of neighbouring grids for each of the grid sutures. 

The resultant Magnetic grid showed minimal artifacts from the sutures and is discussed 

in more detail in Chapter 5. 

4.2 GRAVITY 

4.2.1 DATASET AND STATISTICS 

 

The data held in the Australian National Gravity Database (ANGD) was obtained from 

the GADDS website. The ANGD holds more than 1700 gravity surveys collected by or 

for the Commonwealth, State and Territory governments, private industry and research 

Figure 4.6: Isolated corrugation artifact within Eromanga 

dataset. i) Isolation of artifact in black ellipse. ii) Artifact shown 

as the result of one bad N-S line: L13600. E-W Tie lines displayed 

and used for correction. iii) Corrected resulting grid after 

interpolation. 
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institutions. The Pedirka area of study includes 40 gravity surveys dating from 1960 to 

2008. The accuracies and errors differ considerably between these surveys as shown in 

Table 4.2. The Estimate of Station Reliability (Wayne, 2008) is based on the following 

descriptors:  

0- Unreliable data which should not be used pending remedial action. 

1- Insufficient information to accurately classify but still regarded as reliable data. 

2- Poorly controlled data which should be used cautiously. 

3- Data with weak gravity, position and elevation control. 

4- Data with moderate gravity, position and elevation control. 

5- Documented gravity ties, levelled elevations and accurately scaled positions. 

6- A point occupied once with well defined position and elevation.  

7- Multiple occupations at a point with well defined position and elevation. 

8- Multiple measurements at a point with accurate position and elevation. 

9- Data measured numerous times with absolute, geodetic or first order precision. 

 

The Bouguer correction used in this study from the downloaded dataset was calculated 

using the closed form equation for the gravity effect of a spherical cap of radius 166.7 

km (LaFehr, 1991) based on a spherical Earth, height relative to the geoid, and a density 

of 2.67 t/m
3
 (for solid earth). The Free-Air anomaly was also referenced to the geoid 

height with more detail found in (Wayne, 2008). 

 

A choice of the Bouguer anomaly or the Free-Air anomaly can be used as the observed 

field in modelling land based surveys. In the former, a density is assumed for the 

material in the horizontal slab between the observing point and the geoid. The slab is 

usually set to a standard crustal density of 2.67 g/cm
3
. This anomaly minimises effects 

of topography and can be used for onshore and offshore data. The Free-Air anomaly 

does not account for the gravity effect of the material between the geoid and observation 

point. This aspect is resolved by including elevation into modelling. If elevation data is 

undersampled, then the modelling of Free-air data can be unsuitable for mountainous 

regions – not an issue in the Pedirka Basin region.  

 

Further information on the surveys is found in Wynne and Bacchin, (2009). Due to the 

random nature in the data locations, minimum curvature was used to grid the data. Grid 

profiles of the gravity data were extracted for modelling purposes, the location of which 

intersected varying concentrations of data points. In cases where profile models 
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coincided with seismic sections, gravity surveys on occasion had been carried out along 

the same traverse and with smaller station spacing than the minimum grid cell size. In 

these situations the specific gravity survey points were used exclusively in order to limit 

the variability inherent in the collective dataset. The data locations and the resulting grid 

are displayed in Figure 4.7. 

 

 
 

  

Figure 4.7: Geoidal Freeair anomaly grid and data point locations (x’s) collected 

from GADDS. Pedirka Basin black outline is shown. Note the distinct pattern change 

of points above and below -26° Latitude – the Northern Territory and South 

Australia border. Linear gravity station trends are along seismic survey lines. 

Pedirka Basin outline in black. 
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Survey 

ID 

Year Accuracy of 

Location (m) 

Accuracy of 

observed gravity 

(μm/sec
2
) 

Error of Ellipsoid 

Metre Height (m) 

Estimate of 

Station 

Reliability 

196006 1660 360 1.4 6.16 3 

196031 1660 200 0.6 1.56 4 

196032 1660 200 0.6 1.5 4 

196111 1961 305 2.0 6.16 4 

1961113 1961 100 0.1 0.56 4 

196131 1961 100 0.1 0.56 4 

196134 1961 91.4 2 0.487 4 

196135 1961 250 0.6 1.52 4 

196205 1962 250 0.1 0.36 4 

196206 1962 100 3.0 2.16 1 

196213 1962 100 0.10 5.0 4 

196241 1962 130 1.0 0.97 4 

196340 1963 900 1.0 3.108 3 

196444 1964 125 1.0 0.152 4 

196491* 1964 100 0.1 5.060 1 

196600* 1966 100 0.10 5.060 1 

196637 1966 30.50 1.0 0.365 4 

196640 1966 90.40 1.0 0.964 3 

196664* 1966 100 2.0 5.0 1 

196784* 1967 100 2.0 5.060 1 

196846* 1968 100 2.0 5.00 1 

196947 1969 100 2.0 5.00 1 

196952 1969 100 2.0 5.06 1 

197001 1970 100 3.0 0.32 2 

197010* 1970 100 3.0 0.26 2 

197030* 1970 150 0.8 2.36 4 

197038 1970 91.44 0.4 0.21 4 

197265 1972 100 2.0 5.00 1 

198171 1981 100 0.5 5.00 1 

198262 1982 100 0.5 5.00 1 

198570* 1985 100 0.5 5.00 1 

198572 1985 100 0.5 5.06 1 

198655 1986 150 0.5 3.00 2 

198673 1986 100 0.5 5.00 1 

199073 1990 100 0.5 2.00 1 

199152 1991 100 0.5 2.00 1 

199458 1994 50 0.5 2.00 1 

200750 2007 0.1 0.04 0.16 6 

200803 2008 0.1 1.50 0.16 6 

200880 2008 0.1 0.1 0.16 6 

Table 4.2: Accuracies, error estimates and estimated reliability of Gravity surveys conducted 

within the Pedirka Basin extents (GADDS Gravity data V_GRAV_JS_AAGD07.dat). * denotes 

surveys with 3 or fewer data points which were not included in the gridded results. 
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4.3 WELL-LOGS 

 

A significant component to this study included information collected from Well 

Completion Reports (WCR) such as unit velocity information, depth and two-way-time 

(TWT) tie points to sedimentary horizons and sedimentary unit descriptions. The wells 

with available log information in the area of study are shown in Figure 4.8. The 

Petroleum Information System (PIMS - 10.2 APPENDIX) was the source for most 

WCRs and Composite logs. Initial interval velocities and unit densities were also 

collected from this free data source. Cross referencing on well log stratigraphic depths 

in South Australia came from South Australian Resources Information Geoserver 

(SARIG - 10.2 APPENDIX). Central Petroleum supplied recent WCR’s of Simpson-1 

and Blamore-1 not in the public domain and Northern Territory reports otherwise 

unobtainable as in Colson-1, Etingimbra-1, Hale River-1 and McDills-1.  

 

Figure 4.8: Well logs in the project area for which WCRs have been collected. Well log names and 

positions displayed. Coloured lines are representative of the profile model sections cited in Chapter 

4.4. Pedirka Basin outline in black and Geoidal Freeair anomaly grid displayed in pseudocolour as 

qualitative reference only (pink high to blue low). 
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4.3.1 DENSITIES 

 

Initial densities were available for numerous units of the Pedirka Basin sedimentary 

stack from only four of the seventeen WCR’s (Table 4.3). 

 

Well log 
Shale densities Sandstone densities Coal densities 

Average Range Average Range Average Range 

Dalmatia-1 No No Yes No Yes No 

Hale River-1 No No Yes No No No 

Mt Hammersley-1 Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Witcherrie-1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 

Table 4.3: The Well logs and key lithology types for which a range of density values were obtained 

of numerous sedimentary units. 

 

4.3.2 VELOCITIES 

 

Interval velocities were available for many of the Pedirka Basin sedimentary units from 

just four wells: Dalmatia-1, McDills-1, Mt Hammersley-1 and Simspon-1. The mutual 

wells also including density estimates - namely Dalmatia-1 and Mt Hammersley-1 - 

lead to an initial focus of modelling in the southern Pedirka Basin as a result of this 

localised available data. 

 

Pinchin and Bayly, (1989) analysed stacking velocities across two fields in the Cooper 

basin and determined ranges in unit velocities of up to 140m/sec for the Mackunda and 

Oodnadatta Formations (with a low end of 2330m/sec) and the Bulldog Shale (with low 

of 2500m/sec). The Cadna-owie Formation was largely consistent at 3050m/sec at 

depths between 950m and 1200m. There are velocity ranges anticipated from this study 

of the Pedirka Basin. 

4.4 SEISMIC SECTIONS 

 

Selective seismic sections were obtained from the South Australian government and 

Central Petroleum. The SEG-Y sections were dated from as early as 1966 through to 

2008 and thus showed significant differences in resolution, quality and Seismic 

Reference Datums (SRD’s). The piecing together of multiple sections was required on 
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occasion for modelled lines which extended longer than the individual seismic surveys. 

The network of SEG-Y seismic sections available in the Pedirka Basin are shown in 

Figure 2.2. Those chosen in modelling are summarised in Table 4.4. 

 

Model section name Seismic sections used 

Mt Hammersley to Mt Crispe 66-CC1.sgy, 66-CC2.sgy 

Mr Crispe and NW 94ET-02sgy, 82-RAR1.sgy, 82-RAR2.sgy 

Simpson and NW CSI09-01_pre1.segy 

Blamore and NW  CB08-01_final.segy  

Hale River and SW LINE-2-Z_SP-129-261_CDP-1-3170_POST_STACK.SGY 

Table 4.4: SEG-Y seismic sections used in named modelled sections spatially located in Figure 4.8. 
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5 GEOPHYSICAL INTERPRETATION 

5.1 MAGNETICS AND GRAVITY 

5.1.1 THERMAL GRADIENT, CURIE POINT AND DEPTH IMPLICATIONS 

 

Thermal depth gradient information was collected from well completion reports of Mt 

Hammersley 1, Dalmatia 1, Purni 1, Glen Joyce 1, Macumba 1, Erabena 1, Walkandi 1 

and Poolowanna 1 wells (Table 2.7). The thermal gradient down to approximately 

2.5km subtly increases west to east across the basin from ~38-42°C/km. The curie point 

at which rocks lose magnetic properties takes place between 550 – 570°C (Telford et 

al., 1990). Although the thermal gradient varies from rock unit to rock unit depending 

on its thermal conductivity, there is no such thermal gradient data at greater depths and 

thus a figure of 38°C/km has been used. This thermal gradient results in an approximate 

depth of 15km at which the breakdown of magnetic minerals takes place in the Pedirka 

basin. Hence magnetic signatures in the crust are expected to originate from similar or 

shallower depths. 

 

Providing a perspective on the above depth estimates, the lithosphere corresponds to the 

outer 50-125km of the Earth. The continental crust ranges from 20-70km thick with an 

average of about 40km (Skinner and Porter, 1989). 

5.1.2 REDUCTION TO POLE AND VERTICAL DERIVATIVE 

 

Reduction to the pole (RTP) of the Total Magnetic Intensity (TMI) shifted the deeper, 

longer wavelength anomalies to the southeast by roughly 12km and removed significant 

amounts of skewness in the data distribution (Figure 5.1a) and b)) - the act of 

transforming magnetic data from a mid-latitude to the pole will minimise but not 

eliminate asymmetry. Magnetic signatures can still be skewed by the influence of 

multiple bodies in one area. 

 

The southern edge of the Casey South element shows a dominant and broad SSE hinged 

magnetic high (shaped like a blunt arrow tip centred on -25°S, 136°E). This anomaly 

has a deep source and is discussed in a later chapter. 
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The first vertical derivative (1VD) filter was applied to determine possible influences of 

the magnetic signal from shallow sources. Five textural categories were visually 

determined based on high/low contrasts and degree of spatial anomaly (wavelength) 

detail from the 1VD grid. This is intended as a first qualitative appraisal of apparent 

depth to magnetic sources. The known basement outcropping of locations A and B of 

Figure 5.1d) coincided with areas of shallowest apparent depth. It is anticipated that 

basement is at shallow depths to the extreme southwest of the map area and to the 

northern extents of the Mt. Hammersley Dalmatia thrust fault. The fault looks to 

continue northeast, merging with the McDills Trend and eventually arcing into a NNW 

strike thus splitting the Casey South from the Casey North crustal elements and with the 

overriding thrust fault strata perhaps taking place from Casey North. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: a) Gridded TMI data with exaggerated shading to highlight anomalies. b) Having applied a RTP 

and a truer representation of anomalies sitting over the magnetic sources. c) First vertical derivative 

highlighting the shallower features and offering regional textures that have been categorised to qualitative 

apparent depths in d). d) includes known structures from Meaney, (2009). Markers – A, B – indicate basement 

outcrops, Gneiss and Granite respectively from 1:250000 geological sheets (Chapter 2.3.1). 

 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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The Mesoproterozoic Musgrave crustal element while outcropping at B of Figure 5.1d) 

shows an apparent downward tilt to the northeast until it terminates at the Casey South 

element margin of Figure 2.4. The Musgrave element suggests a textural change to 

greater apparent depths as shown by the wedge shaped yellow depth zone northeast of 

label B.  

 

Striking southeast from -24°S, 136°E is a series of subparallel lensing magnetic 

lineaments of the Irindina SEEBASE terrain (of Figure 2.5). This observed terrain 

within the map extents is only a small portion of the metamorphic belt. It is the western 

limb of an open folded terrain with a southerly axis east of the map extents – the eastern 

limb of the fold extending to the NE. The limbs are the result of at least a second 

generation fold event with an earlier event being the Cambrian NW-SE compressional 

Delamerian orogeny. 

 

The apparent depth to magnetic basement generally increases in a southeasterly 

direction across the Pedirka Basin and the result of multiple regional tilt events having 

taken place (Table 2.4). One such tilting event took place in the Early to Late Permian 

from a compression event resulting in a subsequent shedding of Triassic sediments into 

the Simpson Basin. 

 

Subtle trends in the vertical derivative grid, north of the Pedirka Basin extents, 

warranted further investigation as indicated by boxed areas 1 and 2 of Figure 5.1c). 

Area 1 highlights the influence of the outcropping sedimentary units - Mereenie SS and 

Hermannsburg SS (Amadeus Basin) – on the TMI with an anomaly of ~2.5nT. The 

units were discerned by geo-referencing the Rodinga and Hale River 1:250,000 

Australia Geological Series map sheets. These ENE trending magnetic (scratch mark-

like) signatures are recognisable with the 1VD, Figure 5.2a). The Mereenie Sandstone 

contains rare thin beds of micaceous shale and is unlikely to be the cause of the 

anomaly. A specta analysis on unaltered Hermannsburg Sandstone samples (Agar, 

1999) found haematite to be dominant and thus is perhaps the cause of the weak 

magnetic signal in the outcropping areas of Figure 5.2b). 

 

Additional NNW-SSE linear trending lines (at bearing 154° from north) of the 1VD 

gridded data were detected in area 2. The anomalies were found not to be from gridding 

artifacts. Three of these lineations marked on Figure 5.2c) and d) show them to be the 
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result of the weakly magnetic iron rich siliceous dunes orientated in conformance with 

the dominant wind pattern. Colson-1 WCR highlighted details of the vegetated dunes 

being 12-18m high aligned N20W and with crests between 250-500m apart. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2 a): Increased resolution of Area 1 in Figure 5.1c showing the magnetic 1VD curvilinear 

“scratch mark” anomalies from the southwest striking in an ENE direction. b) The reason for the 

anomaly – outcropping of the Mereenie SS and Hermannsburg SS (Amadeus Basin) shown as dark 

brown linear strips that obstruct natural alluvial and aeolian patterns. c) High resolution of Area 2 

in Figure 5.1c presenting a NNW-SSE trending surficial texture and the cause shown in d) sand 

dunes ~600m apart with three lines marked, highlighting their strike and separation. Images b) and 

d) from Google maps. 

 

5.1.3 TOTAL GRADIENT AND MEREENIE SANDSTONE DEPTH INFLUENCE 

 

The Mereenie Sandstone is known to extend into the Pedirka Basin (Figure 2.7). 

Whether it is this unit of the Hermannsburg Sandstone creating the weak magnetic 

anomaly, together they exhibit one of the strongest magnetic signatures of sedimentary 

units in the area. Moreover they offer a prime opportunity to determine the depth at 

which sedimentary units become negligible in terms of magnetic signature. This has 

implications for depth to basement estimates. 

 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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The Mereenie SS profile spatially referenced in Figure 5.1c) is perpendicular to the 

strike of the outcropping unit pair of Figure 5.3a). The profile of the analytic signal for 

the sedimentary units at surface is shown in Figure 5.3b), and at simulated depths of 

300m and 600m through upward continuation  

 

 

Figure 5.3: a) Detailed view of the profile showing the Rodinga 1:250000 Australian Geological 

Series map sheet on left and the analytic signal grid (red high to blue low) on right. The colour key 

for relevant sedimentary units of the Rodinga sheet is on extreme right. b) Profiles of indicated 

upward continued heights with marked outcrop locations A, B and C. 

 

At 600m depth, the analytic signal distinguishing the sedimentary units from the 

background signal becomes negligible. Thus it can be concluded that the magnetic 

signatures of the Pedirka basin at depths greater than 600m overwhelmingly represent 

changes in the character of the basement. 

 

5.1.4 TILT DERIVATIVE AND EULER DECONVOLUTION – ELEVATION ESTIMATES 

 

The tilt derivative filter was applied to reduced-to-pole, upward continued TMI data. 

The continuation of 1000m was found to be the most effective in removing surficial 

high frequency features that are considered noise for the purpose of this filter. The 

intent was to estimate depth to basement. Figure 5.4a shows the simplified form of the 

magnetic tilt angle map highlighting the contours of -45°, 0° and 45°. The area confined 

by these contours is shaded grey. The shallow regions are characterized by closely 

spaced contours and marked by the purple and red symbols of calculated basement 

elevation. These correlate well in the central west and north east of previously inferred 

shallow basements (Figure 5.1d) as in areas A and B,C respectively of Figure 5.4b. 

Area D suggests the ENE continuation of the Mesoproterozoic Musgrave East crustal 

a) 

b) 
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element and highlights a transition to the south-east and the younger Thomson crustal 

element where a significant deepening of basement is inferred. Area E is suggestive of a 

substantial capacity for the overlying Madigan trough deposits as is the case (albeit to a 

lesser extent) for the Eringa Trough with its SW-NE alignment at location F. The data 

points are sparse for the tilt angle basement elevation grid with point separations of up 

to 40km and an average spacing of ~20km. This filter also assumes a contact source 

geometry, and thus some caution is needed in the interpretation. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Two filters applied to magnetic data both starting with TMI RTP upward continued to 1km. a) Tilt 

Derivative contours. The dashed contours indicate the tan(0°) contour of the tilt angle. The red and blue solid 

contours show the tilt angle for tan(45°) and tan(-45°) respectively – the distance between these contours is 

approximately equal to twice the depth to magnetic sources assuming a contact-type source geometry. Colour 

binned symbols represent measured depths using indicated yellow line lengths. Basement elevations bsl were 

then calculated. b) Basement elevation grid using symbol locations of a). c) Pseudocolour analytic signal grid 

used for grid peak locations (not shown) and subsequently used for Euler Deconvolution solutions (point 

locations displayed). Depth estimates using SI=0.0 (Contact/Step). d) Calculated basement elevation grid from 

Euler Deconvolution points marked. Same colour stretch as in b). Interpreted crustal elements from the 

basement grid using naming convention of Figure 2.4a. 

 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Located Euler deconvolution depth estimates were calculated by firstly reducing to pole 

TMI data, followed by upward continuing the data by 1km and applying the Total 

Gradient filter with the result shown in Figure 5.4c. The Euler depth solutions were 

calculated from the Total Gradient grid peaks using a Structural Index of 0.0 for a 

contact/step model. All depth solutions with error estimates larger than 15% tolerance 

were eliminated from the dataset. The remaining depth solutions were adjusted 

shallower by 1km to compensate for the upward continuation smoothing process. Any 

depths remaining that were found to be above the ground elevation were also removed. 

The sample set of 2290 points included an error in depth mean value of 17.4m with a 

standard deviation of 150m. The resulting basement elevation grid is shown in Figure 

5.4d.  

 

The Musgrave East crustal element (M) is well defined from surrounding elements by a 

characteristic undulating terrain with perhaps a gentle tilt to the southeast. Some ridges 

of the basement appear to approach 600m bsl although it is known to outcrop to the 

extreme west of the view. M’ is interpreted as a possible fracture from the main 

Musgrave East element and perhaps a horst graben system with four faults orientated 

approximately E-W. The McDills-1 prospect was anticipated for the McDills-Witcherrie 

horst. Perhaps this is a complex horst system with multiple orientations of step faults. 

 

The Lake Caroline South (LCS) crustal element has a distinctive NW-SE orientated 

metamorphic terrain as part of the western limb from a southerly directed fold axis east 

of the map extents – this was discussed earlier. The Thomson (TH) element is an overall 

deeper unit with a few apparent deep pockets on the fringe around the Casey South 

(CYS) crustal element. It is possible that the younger Paleozoic Thomson element is 

less rigid than its northerly and westerly crustal element neighbours and may have been 

partly subducted during the NW-SE compressional Delamerian and ASO events. 

 

5.1.5 HORIZONTAL DERIVATIVE UNBIASED STRUCTUAL INTERPRETATION 

 

The THDR was applied to RTP TMI data, upward continued by 1km in order to assist 

with edge delineation of deeper magnetic source anomalies. The THDR was similarly 

applied to the Geoid Free-Air anomaly gridded data (at 800m cell size). A phase 

symmetry lineament detecting algorithm (Holden et al., 2007) was applied to the THDR 
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data followed by a manual interpretation highlighting the regional trends as shown in 

Figure 5.5. The edge delineation line work of the magnetic and gravity data combined 

are overlaid in Figure 5.6. 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Structural line interpretations from ridges (phase symmetry) of THDR gridded data. a) RTP TMI 

upward continued to 1km colour shaded grid showing automated line interpretations from THDR 

emphasising edge orientation of magnetic units. b) THDR grey scale grid with automated and manually 

derived structures. c) THDR grid derived from 800m cell size Geoid Free-air gravity data. Gravity stations are 

shown as red circles and Pedirka Basin outline in green. Qualitative grid showing dark grey lows to white 

highs. d) THDR of Geoid Free-air gravity grid as in c) showing black automated structural trends and red 

manually derived regional trends. Note the EW trending false trends south of -27° latitude, east of 135° 

longitude as a result of closely spaced gravity stations compared with regional random survey points. 

 

Major lineaments northeast of -25.5°S, 135°E in Figure 5.5b can be seen to exhibit a 

northwest-southeast orientation coinciding with the Casey North (CYN) and CYS 

crustal elements, the LCS crustal element and the northern portion of Thomson crustal 

element. The Casey South element shows strong and complex linear trends on its 

western border with parallel structures at D.  

 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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On the western side of the basin and south of -25.0°S, the lineaments demonstrate a 

northeast to east-northeast strike largely associated with the Musgrave crustal element. 

The semi-parallel northeast striking trends south of the markers A, B and C suggest a 

series of dextral shear, step fault system down to the Eringa Trough. The 

Mesoproterozoic age of the Musgrave crustal elements may have been influenced by the 

Neopoterozoic Petermann Ranges Orogeny (Table 2.4). 

 

The nature of the random dataset for the gravity data (Figure 5.5c) has influenced the 

automated structural interpretation. This is highlighted particularly in the south of 

Figure 5.5d where the higher density of survey points along the edges of a survey area 

(at E) and along a single line survey (at F) has created false ridges in the THDR. This is 

one of the potential challenges of a collective dataset spanning decades and with 

varying degrees of data quality. 

 

The boundary of the Eringa Trough has been approximately delineated with the red 

coloured trends running either side of G. Interestingly the southern reaches of these two 

manually interpreted trends, are offset to the north from the Pedirka Basin outline. This 

region of the south western tongue of the Pedirka Basin has had minimal seismic 

surveys carried out and the strong gravity signature of the nearby Musgrave crustal 

element may have masked the true south western arm of the Eringa Trough. 

 

An edge outline of the CYS crustal element pinching towards H of Figure 5.5d has been 

reasonably well defined. This unit interpreted from gravity does look narrower 

compared to the magnetic interpretation however it does suggest a contrast in density 

for this particular unit in relation to the surrounding basement units. 
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Figure 5.6: Structural line interpretations from ridges of THDR gridded magnetic and gravity data. Blue lines 

are produced from magnetic gridded data while red lines are from gravity gridded data. Thin lines are 

automatically generated and thick lines are manual interpretations. Magnetic data is RTP TMI upward 

continued by 1km. Gravity interpretations are derived from 800m cell size Geoid Free-air gravity grid. 

Interpreted crustal elements are displayed using naming convention of Figure 2.4a of Shaw and Palfreyman, 

(1995). Note the magnetic automated line work picks up the edge of the magnetic grid and should be 

discounted from interpretations. 
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6 MODELLING 

 

Key requirements of potential field joint modelling are densities and magnetic 

susceptibilities of relevant sedimentary and basement formations. Where available, 

seismic sections were sourced and tied to existing wells to create an important model 

constraint early in the modelling process. The time domain seismic sections required 

well log sourced interval velocity data to convert the geological horizons of the time 

domain model to a depth model. The horizon depths were tested against the well log 

formation-top intersection depth summary. Once in a depth model, the gravity and 

magnetic modelling was initiated using densities and magnetic susceptibilities. 

 

The model profile locations are illustrated in Figure 6.1 with selections based on 

proximity to wells with viable density and interval velocity data, ability for correlation 

with intersecting models, available seismic data and areas of particular exploration 

interest. The profile models presented in this chapter have been subjected to many 

iterations while accommodating information from multiple sources and interpretive 

processes. 

 

Figure 6.1: Profile locations as coloured lines for potential field 2D joint modelling. The white profiles are 

proposed future work. Orange posted well log names highlight those used as tie points for the initial stage of 

model development. Interpreted basement elevation pseudocolour grid is from euler deconvolution depths of 

Chapter 5.1.4. 

 

Models were built using the GM-SYS profile modelling extension to Oasis montaj
TM

. 

They have been assigned a projection method of Map Grid of Australia zone 53, 

GDA94 datum and units are in metres. With regards to the magnetic data, the Earth’s 
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field parameters are required for modelling and summarised in Table 6.1 for the 

respective profiles. SI units were chosen. The Field Intensity values will be referenced 

later in Koenigsberger ratio estimates. They are calculated by firstly multiplying 

Magnetic field B (in nT) by 10
-5

 to arrive at B (in Gauss). Secondly, the B (Gauss) 

values were multiplied by (10
3
 / (4*π)) to arrive at Earth’s field intensity (in A/m). 

 

Profile 
Magnetic Field 

(B) (nT) 

Field Intensity 

(H) (A/m) 
Inclination (°) Declination (°) 

Mt. Crispe-1 to Mt. 

Hammersley-1 
55279.67 43.99016442 -59.21359 5.730315 

Mt. Crispe-1 and NW 55279.67 43.99016442 -59.21359 5.730315 

Simpson-1 and NW 54098.22 43.04999636 -57.11426 6.001706 

Hale River and SW 54098.22 43.04999636 -57.11426 6.001706 

Blamore and NW 54122.22 43.06909496 -57.1351 5.86036 

Table 6.1: Earth’s magnetic field parameters in SI units used for profile models. Magnetic Field in nT (10-9T) 

required conversion to Field Intensity (A/m) in order to calculate values for relative magnitude of remanence – 

the Koenigsberger Ratio. Magnitude of the remanent magnetization referenced in models is in A/m. 

 

The gravity modelling aspect has been carried out using both geoid Free Air anomaly 

values and spherical cap Bouguer Anomalies of the gravity dataset. In modelling the 

former, the “air block” was set as 0.0 g/cm
3
. In modelling the latter, the air block 

density was set at the bouguer reduction density of 2.67 g/cm
3
. 

 

While modelling with the two types of gravity data, the modelled results were virtually 

identical and thus the low gradient terrain of the Pedirka Basin is an insignificant impact 

on the modelling. Models based on the Free-air data and to the geoid datum are 

presented and discussed exclusively from here on. 

 

The models displayed in the following chapters have a root mean square (RMS) error of 

the gravity and magnetic response, displayed in the lower left corner of both the 

magnetic and gravity profiles. An example is ERR=0.242 for the gravity profile of 

Figure 6.3 in the next chapter. The RMS value is dependent on the value range of the 

profile data and thus differs considerably between the magnetic profiles and the gravity 

profiles. The RMS error was observed during most iterations to the models, constantly 

striving for lower values. However they do not provide a measurement for accuracy of 

the multiple horizon depths in the models.  
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6.1 MT CRISPE-1 TO MT HAMMERSLEY-1 2D PROFILE 

 

The Mt Hammersley-1 WCR includes graphical and table format data for formation 

interval velocities, densities, 2-way-time and depth to formation tops (Appendix Figure 

10.3). Depths were tied to the Seismic Reference Datum (SRD). Available seismic 

sections allowed tracing of known horizons to Mt Crispe-1 (Figure 6.3). Strong seismic 

reflectors can be seen at the top of the Purni Formation highlighting the acoustic 

transition from the Algebuckina Sandstone to the swamp environment organic deposits. 

The Crown Point A Formation top is also a good reflector due to interbedded 

sandstones and siltstones. 

 

Figure 6.2: Mt Hammersley-1 two-way-times from WCR and seismic sections used by the author to interpret 

sedimentary horizons (yellow points) to Mt Crispe-1. NNW to SSE is left to right. Viewed extent is 23km. 
 

 

Figure 6.3: Mt Hammersley-1 to Mt Crispe-1 geological model (34km viewed extent) showing gravity and 

magnetic observed and calculated profiles. Each modelled unit shows allocated density, magnetic susceptibility 

and velocity that have collectively resulted in the two calculated signals. Model unit vertices are yellow points. 

V=0 represents no velocity has been applied during time to depth model conversion. Well traces show year 

well was drilled and sedimentary unit depth markers. Note Mt Crispe ’66 depth marker from WCR indicating 

Undifferentiated Palaeozoic and older rocks at the top of the Purni Formation. Yellow shaded strata from 

Eromanga basin and surficial sediments (Jurassic to recent), pink strata from Pedirka basin (Permian / 

Carboniferous), blue strata from Amadeus basin (Devonian to Cambrian), grey units are basement. 
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Mt Crispe-1 was drilled in 1966 and in a time of early exploration. The WCR specifies a 

Permian age (at depth 442.6m) to the top Crown Point formation which is in fact late 

Carboniferous and thus believed to have been mistaken for the top of the Purni 

formation (Permian). This reallocation of the unit to the Purni formation is supported 

with the tracing of the seismic package from the Mt Hammersley-1 well across the 

seismic sections 66-CC1 and 66-CC2 (Figure 6.2). This will result in a correction of the 

Undifferentiated Paleozoic horizon of the Mt Crispe well log as also falling within the 

Purni formation. Deeper horizons not outlined in the Mt Crispe well log but strongly 

indicated from seismic tracing are Crown point A, B and C horizons (Late 

Carboniferous) with underlying Undifferentiated Ordovician-Devonian rocks. 

 

The uppermost quarter of the Mt Crispe-1 total depth log was attributed to known 

formations however 1256m of the total depth (1717m) had been allocated to 

undifferentiated Palaeozoic and older rocks (French_Petroleum_Company_(Aust.), 

1966b). This information looks to be in error as Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 suggest there 

are 460m of Pedirka sediments in the upper portion of which Palaeozoic and older rocks 

had been logged. 

 

The basement model shows a depression with maximum depth of 9.3km at the 14km 

mark along profile. Depths to basement are 6.4km and 7.2km beneath Mt Hammersley-

1 and Mt Crispe-1 wells respectively. This is in approximate agreement with the Euler 

deconvolution depths of 5-7km. The central basement unit of Figure 6.3 has modelled 

as a magnetic susceptibility of 0.03 SI units flanked by basement units to the west and 

east with 0.0025 and 0.035 SI units respectively. 

6.2 MT CRISPE-1 AND NW 2D PROFILE 

 

Using the information gained from the previous profile, the Mt Crispe-1 well was used 

as a tie point to extend a profile of 95km in length to the northwest across the Mt. 

Hammersley Dalmatia thrust fault and the Eringa Trough. Three seismic sections of 

differing surveys extending to 4 seconds TWT were of varying quality and ages and 

pieced together based on the SRD of each section (Figure 6.4). The seismic data 

illustrates the prominent Mt. Hammersley thrust fault at the 40km profile mark, and the 

depocentres of Crown Point (A, B and C) Formation on both flanks of the fault. From 
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the 45-65km interval, good seismic reflectors show towards the base of the Algebuckina 

Formation. This sedimentary depression east of the thrust fault has migrated further 

from Mt Crispe-1 well when comparing with the previous profile confirming the NE-

SW trending structures in this part of the basin. There is a gradual shallowing of 

sedimentary units west of the Eringa Trough from the 25km profile marker to the start 

of the profile. 

 

Figure 6.4: Series of seismic sections used for the Mt Crispe-1 and NW profile. The tracing of unit boundaries 

interpreted by the author are marked in yellow with the initial tie point at Mt Crispe-1 as per the Mt 

Hammersley to Mt Crispe 2D model. View is looking down to 2.2 seconds TWT. Viewed extent 81km. 

 

 

Figure 6.5: Mt Crispe-1 and northwest geological model (97km in extent) showing gravity and magnetic 

observed and calculated profiles. Each modelled unit shows allocated density, magnetic susceptibility and 

velocity that have collectively resulted in the two calculated signals. Model unit vertices are yellow points. Well 

name shows year of drilling and the trace shows sedimentary unit depth markers. Yellow shaded strata from 

Eromanga Basin and surficial sediments (Jurassic to recent), pink strata from Pedirka Basin (Permian / 

Carboniferous), blue strata from Amadeus Basin (Devonian to Cambrian), grey units are basement. Basement 

profile from SEEBASETM (in purple) shown for comparison. Mt. Hammersley Dalmatia thrust fault is 

indicated.  

 

Further to the Mt Hammersley to Mt Crispe profile model, the basement depression 

under Mt Crispe-1 is now more fully defined in Figure 6.5 with a modelled maximum 

depth of 7.2km and in broad agreement with the Euler depth estimates and the previous 
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model. This depression includes a tongue of deep sediments (Undiff Ord/Dev E#1) 

extending to the NW over the weakly magnetic “Basement E#1” unit. This basement 

unit appears as an upthrown hanging-wall in a compressional thrust event uplifting 

shallower sedimentary units. The base of the Algebuckina Formation may be the limit 

of this influence. The compressional events of the Delamerian and the ASO are 

therefore suggestive of having taken place at a crustal level. Continuing this hypothesis 

from the model, the Eringa Trough is the depocentre resulting from the downthrown 

footwall of the “Basement W#1” unit. 

 

The magnetic susceptibility of the basement underlying the Mt Crispe-1 well of this 

current profile is 0.028 SI units and in good similarity with the previous Mt Crispe to 

Mt Hammersley profile. Very good consistencies also occur for the modelled densities 

(2.69 g/cm
3
). The adjacent basement units also show good consistency with the eastern 

unit “Basement E#3” of Figure 6.5 suggesting a relatively low density of 2.59g/cm
3
. 

The far western unit “Basement W#3” shows a modelled density of 2.60g/cm
3
 down to 

7.8km with an underlying denser unit of 2.69g/cm
3
 both likely associated with the 

Musgrave crustal element. 

 

The modelled top basement profile shows two dissimilarities with the SEEBASE
TM

 

modelled basement marked in Figure 6.5. SEEBASE has modelled a level basement 

depth on the northwest of the Eringa Trough and deepening towards the thrust fault 

little change to basement depth under the Eringa Trough and with a static basement 

depth underneath the Mt Crispe-1 well. General agreement however between SEEBASE 

and Figure 6.5 is the shallowing of basement in the vicinity of the thrust fault zone. 

 

6.3 SIMPSON AND NW 2D PROFILE 

 

Focusing now to the north of the Pedirka Basin, the modelled profiles of this and the 

following two chapters are linked by common cross-over points thereby increasing the 

integrity of the modelling. The first is the Simpson profile, 88km in length orientated on 

a bearing of 149° and intersecting the Simpson-1 well. The high quality seismic section 

of Figure 6.6 provided a clearer understanding of the horizons down to the Purni and 

Tirrawarra Formations. It should be emphasised only 75m of the Crown Point 
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Formation was intersected in the Simpson-1 well (Central_Petroleum_Ltd, 2008b) and 

thus a significant portion of the outlined unit in Figure 6.6 is from the Finke Group.   

 

Figure 6.6: Seismic section used for the Simpson-1 and NW profile. The tracing of unit boundaries interpreted 

by the author are marked in yellow and with the initial tie point at Simpson-1 well. Faults interpreted by the 

author are in black with indicative arrows showing relative displacement direction. View is looking down to 

5.0 seconds TWT. TWT’s are obtained from Simpson-1 WCR. Northwest to southeast is left to right. Viewed 

extent is 90km. 

 

 

Figure 6.7: Simpson-1 and northwest geological model (111km viewed extent) showing gravity and magnetic 

observed and calculated profiles. The calculated profiles are a result of the collective unit properties each 

showing allocated density, magnetic susceptibility and velocity. Remanent magnetization information is 

displayed if applicable. Model unit vertices are yellow points. The well name shows year of drilling and the 

trace shows sedimentary unit depth markers. Yellow shaded strata from Eromanga Basin and surficial 

sediments (Jurassic to recent), pink strata from Pedirka Basin and includes Finke Group (Permian - 

Devonian), blue strata from Amadeus Basin (Devonian to Cambrian), grey units are basement. Basement 

profile from SEEBASETM (in purple) shown for comparison and 3D magnetic inversion of Chapter 6.6. Hale 

River crossover profile indicated. Remanent magnetization (M) in A/m. 

 

The dominant feature is that of “Basement Central” in the geophysical model of Figure 

6.7. Modelled with a density of 2.65 g/cm
3 

and a relatively high magnetic susceptibility 
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for granites of 0.0515SI it also appears to hold a remanent magnetism. The remanent 

magnetization of 1.301 A/m results in a Koenigsberger ratio of 0.587 

(1.301/(0.0515*43.05). This value falls within the upper limits of most commonly 

measured ratios for granites, granodiorites and tonalities of Figure 3.3. The shallowest 

depth for this unit is at 3200m BSL at the 22km mark along profile.  

 

There appears to be a lightly less dense and magnetic basement unit of 2.60 g/cm
3
 and 

0.0214SI to the northwest of “Basement Central”. The south-easterly basement units 

have been modelled with perhaps more standard magnetic susceptibilities of 0.0025SI. 

 

The McDills Trend thrust fault is evident in the seismic data with modelled upthrows of 

800m for the base of the Crown Point Formation and Finke Group of Figure 6.7. This 

suggests influence on these formations by the ASO of the Devonian-Carboniferous. The 

gravity high over the thrust fault coincides with the modelled basement top elevation 

displaying a lower gradient for its south-eastern flank. Thus it is conceivable the 

“Basement Central” unit has been an influence during the Permian and Triassic 

epeirogenic uplift causing an easterly tilt on the basin. This gentle uplifting of the 

sediments may have caused a buckling in the area of the Madigan Trough and been a 

contributing factor to sediment erosion of the McDills ridge into the neighbouring 

depocentres. 

 

All efforts were made to correctly position the seismic section CSI09-01-PRE1.SGY 

and yet there is a noticeable discrepancy between the observed and calculated gravity 

signal over the McDills Thrust Fault. Gravity station points were not present along the 

profile in this area as indicated in Figure 6.7. The Geoid Free-air gravity grids shown in 

Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 suggest the subtle gravity ridge is a product of the 

interpolation from the random gridding algorithm performed on the data. This may be 

the cause for the localised divergence between observed and calculated gravity profiles. 

This could be resolved with a follow up gravity infill survey in order to eliminate this 

variable.  

 

The SEEBASE
TM

 basement horizon has been overlayed onto the Simpson-1 model as 

indicated. The horizon coincides with the peak of “Basement Central” and diverges 

from the modelled basement depth in all other locations along the profile with 

differences of up to 3km. Also overlayed is the basement depth from the 3D Inversion 
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tool explained further in Chapter 6.6. All three basement depths converge beneath the 

Eringa Trough with a depth BSL of approximately 3.5km. 

 

The Simpson-1 well location when mapped prior to drilling was chosen over an 

anticipated multi-crested subtle dip closure plunging towards the southern Madigan 

Trough. A Devonian-Carboniferous multi-crested carbonate platform has been defined 

at depth believed to have created major paleozoic structural control for the overlying 

Permo-Mesozoic sediments (Central_Petroleum_Ltd, 2008b). This is perhaps illustrated 

best in Figure 6.6 at the base of the Purni and Tirrawarra Formation package with these 

gradients decreasing as they approach the vicinity of Simpson-1 well. Possible sites of 

dip closures for further hydrocarbon exploration - based on the model - occur at the 

53km and 68km distances along the profile. This applies to both the Purni and Murta 

Formations – considered good seals in the strata. 135m of Purni sediments and 20.6m of 

Murta sediments were intersected in Simpson-1 well (Central_Petroleum_Ltd, 2008b). 

 

The structural relationship between Devonian (Finke Group) and older rocks point at 

least to ASO deformation since the Mereenie SS and Finke Group have been modelled 

as being locally folded. 

 

6.4 BLAMORE-1 AND NW 2D PROFILE 

 

The second of three linked profiles runs parallel to the Simpson profile, with a bearing 

of 150° and a length of 138km. The profile intersects the Blamore-1 well at the 96.6km 

marker. Similar to the Simpson profile, this line has the advantage of high quality 

seismic data collected in 2008 and is represented in Figure 6.8. The Blamore-1 well 

prospect (WNW of Simpson-1) is mapped on a multi-level 4 way dip closure. The 

location is on a linear, multi-crested structural nose plunging northwards, bounded to 

the east by the Madigan Trough and to the west by the Eringa Trough 

(Central_Petroleum_Ltd, 2008a).  

 

The Eringa Trough can be seen as the gentle depression northwest of Blamore-1 with 

the Purni Formation and younger strata inclining to shallower depths towards the origin 

of the profile. With the assistance of the Blamore-1 TWT’s and previously modelled 

interval velocities, these horizons were utilised in the gravity and magnetic joint profile 
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model of Figure 6.9. The key “Basement Central” unit has been modelled with the same 

parameters with the exception of the velocity which has been assigned 4500 m/s 

compared with 4800 m/s in the Simpson profile. Another comparison is with the left 

flank of the unit which is now the gentler slope. This would occur as we traverse 

northwest towards the left margin of the Casey South crustal element perhaps dipping 

gently to the north northwest. If a parallel traverse was to take place 17km west of this 

current line, we may see a still gentler slope on the same unit. 

 

Figure 6.8: Seismic section used for the Blamore-1 and NW profile. The tracing of unit boundaries interpreted 

by the author are marked in yellow and with the initial tie point at Blamore-1 well. View is looking down to 3.5 

seconds TWT. TWT’s obtained from Blamore-1 WCR. Northwest to southeast is left to right. Viewed extent is 

69km. 

 

 

Figure 6.9: Blamore-1 and northwest geological model (142km viewed extent) showing gravity and magnetic 

observed and calculated profiles. Each modelled unit shows allocated density, magnetic susceptibility and 

velocity that have collectively resulted in the two calculated signals. Model unit vertices are red points. Well 

name shows year of drilling and the trace shows sedimentary unit depth markers. Yellow shaded strata from 

Eromanga Basin and surficial sediments (Jurassic to recent), pink strata from Pedirka Basin (Permian - 

Devonian), blue strata from Amadeus Basin (Devonian to Cambrian), grey units are basement. Basement 

profile from SEEBASETM (in purple) shown for comparison and 3D magnetic inversion of Chapter 6.6. Hale 

River crossover profile indicated. 
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The shallowest part of the modelled “Basement central” unit is at 2600m BSL at the 

76km mark along profile. In comparing with the Simpson profile, the position of the 

basement high has been offset to the northwest of the thrust zone - now sitting 

underneath the Eringa Trough. These sediments with lower densities will have partly 

compensated the influence of the shallowing denser basement and clarify the reason 

why there is only a slight gravity high compared with the Simpson profile showing a 

significant gravity peak. The magnetic regional high remains present over the same unit 

in both the Simpson and Blamore profiles. 

 

The SEEBASE
TM

 basement overlay of Figure 6.9 meanders between 2200m and 3400m 

BSL and is most consistent with the modelled upper basement depth from the 53-93km 

marks along profile. The modelled basement to the northwest of this zone increases in 

depth by as much as 900m. To the southeast however, the “Finke to Todd River E#1” 

unit modelled with density 2.68g/cm
3
 could in fact represent basement with minimal 

magnetic susceptibility. The 3D Inversion basement horizon overlay (of Chapter 6.6) on 

the same figure has been used to define the modelled basement. This modelled 

basement was modified in the model and could be flattened out without significant 

changes to the gravity or magnetic calculated profiles. 

 

A relatively low density of 2.58 g/cm
3
 was assigned to the western basement unit 

“Basement_W#1” comparing with 2.60 g/ cm
3
.of the similar unit in the Simpson 

modelled profile. In contrast though, the magnetic susceptibility assigned in the 

Blamore profile counterpart is at background levels of 0.0025SI. 

 

The northwest of the Blamore modelled profile approaches the extents of the Pedirka 

Basin and this is shown in Figure 6.9. The Amadeus Basin sediments of the Finke 

Group, Mereenie SS, and Tod River Dolostone units are expected to thicken and 

become more consistent as suggested in the model. 

 

A residual oil column was discovered from Blamore-1 below the base of the silty shales 

of the Murta Formation. This unit stratigraphically sits beneath the Cadna Owie 

Formation. It is thought the structure was present during the main phase of oil 

generation during Winton Formation time (Late Cretaceous). Updip leakage during 

significant structural deformation in the Late Tertiary may have been responsible for 
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failure of the well to intersect significant hydrocarbons (Central_Petroleum_Ltd, 

2008a). Residual oil staining was also found at the top of the Algebuckina Sandstone 

with the presence of likely present prior to the tilting of the structure. The WCR 

indicated subtle closures updip from Blamore-1 (namely Excalibur, Dyffed and 

Cawdor) may become attractive targets in the future. 

6.5 HALE RIVER-1 AND SW 2D PROFILE 

The third of three linked profiles runs perpendicular to and intersects the Simpson and 

Blamore profiles, with a bearing of 58° and a length of 76km. The seismic section and 

resulting model are shown in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11 respectively. 

 

The profile intersects the Blamore-1 well and Simpson-1 well at the -18.4km and 

12.7km markers respectively. The seismic data is from 1966 and of limited use. The 

Hale River-1 well from the same year held no TWT information and with stratigraphic 

depth detail akin to the limited knowledge at that time. This profile utilises out of 

necessity, the 1961 magnetic dataset - 61SA02 – mentioned in Chapter 4.1.1. This low 

resolution, poor quality dataset may also introduce an additional level of uncertainty. 

Some densities were available and the tying points of the crossing profiles assisted in 

the modelling. 

 

The tracing of key reflectors in Figure 6.10 was achievable outlining in particular the 

Cadna Owie and Purni Formations. The Hale River-1 prospect was mapped at a dip 

closure with the base of the Purni Formation. An increase in depth to the southwest is 

evident from the seismic moving away from the Pedirka Basin margin. 

 

Velocities were assigned to the mapped units and referenced to welllog depths once the 

migration from time to depth domain was complete. Using the information gained from 

the previous two profiles, the resulting model of Figure 6.11 shows the “Basement 

central” unit again with the density (2.65g/cm
3
), magnetic susceptibility (0.0515SI) and 

remanent-magnitude (1.301A/m), -inclination (-43°) and -declination (58°). The unit 

sits beneath two basement units as suggested by the dip on the south eastern flank of the 

two earlier model profiles. The overlying “Basement_S#1” unit intersected in both the 

Blamore and Simpson profile models is within 0.1 g/cm
3
 of its counterpart units 

“Basement_E#1” and “Basement_E#3” respectively. The “Basement_N#1” unit of 
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Figure 6.11 is in direct agreement with its counterpart “Basement_E#2” both sharing a 

density of 2.65g/cm
3
. Magnetic susceptibilities of these units are consistent at 0.0025SI. 

 

 

Figure 6.10: Seismic section used for the Hale River-1 and SW profile. No TWT’s were provided in the WCR. 

The tracing of unit boundaries interpreted by the author are marked in yellow using depth log and knowledge 

of key reflectors in the region. View is looking down to 3.0 seconds TWT. Southwest to northeast is left to 

right. Viewed extent is 55km. 

 

 

Figure 6.11: Hale River-1 and southwest geological model (110km viewed extent) showing gravity and 

magnetic observed and calculated profiles. The calculated profiles are a result of the collective unit properties 

each showing allocated density, magnetic susceptibility and velocity. Remanent magnetization information is 

displayed if applicable. Model unit vertices are yellow points. Well name shows year of drilling and the trace 

shows sedimentary unit depth markers. Green and Yellow shaded strata from Eromanga Basin and surficial 

sediments (Jurassic to recent), pink strata from Pedirka Basin (Permian - Devonian), blue strata from 

Amadeus Basin (Devonian to Cambrian), grey units are basement. Basement profile from SEEBASETM (in 

purple) shown for comparison. Blamore and Simpson crossover profiles indicated. 

 

Basement levels have been modelled as shallowing towards the north-eastern margin of 

the Pedirka Basin. These are significantly deeper by up to 3km compared with the 
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SEEBASE
TM

 basement overlay which intersects higher than the end-of-hole marker of 

Hale River-1 thus bringing that comparison into dispute. 

 

An isolated sedimentary depression is modelled in the vicinity of the Simpson section 

crossing. This is partially supported by the seismic with the broad flat depression from 

the 0 – 27km marker of Figure 6.10. The necessity of this depression was more evident 

in the gravity profile dip centred on the 15km marker. 

 

A low density (2.6 g/cm
3
), magnetic (0.017SI) basement unit “Basement_N#2” has 

been modelled to the northeast as it shallows towards the northern extents of the 

Thomson crustal element. 

 

A discrepancy occurs in a modelled unit density at the cross over between the Blamore-

1 modelled profile and the Hale River-1 modelled profile. That is 2.57 g/cm
3
 for the 

mid-blue unit “Stairway SS to Todd River Dolostone_#1” of Figure 6.11 compared with 

2.68 g/cm
3
 for the “Finke to Todd River E#1” unit of Figure 6.9. A change of either unit 

to bridge this 0.11 g/cm
3
 density gap produces a significant change to the RMS error of 

the respective model and this inconsistency remains an unresolved challenge. 

6.6 3D MAGNETISED VECTOR INVERSION AND GRAVITY INVERSION 

 

The TMI gridded data and the gravity gridded data were used for the 3D VOXI 

inversion tool of Oasis montaj™. The grids were split into smaller pieces in order to 

accommodate the inversion model size restrictions Figure 6.12. First order trends were 

removed from the grids in preparation for the inversion. Shuttle Radar Tomography 

Mission (SRTM) elevations at 90m resolution were used for the model preparation. 

Instrument heights were set to 80m above elevations for magnetics and base elevations 

for the gravity models. Resolution of the voxel model was set to 600m x 600m x 200m 

for x, y and z axes respectively. A constraint was applied to the magnetic inversion 

limiting magnetic susceptibility to a depth of 17km. The Magnetisation Vector 

Inversion (MVI) option was applied to the magnetic data which incorporates both 

remanent and induced magnetization without prior knowledge of the direction or 

strength of remanent magnetization (Ellis et al., 2012). Once the inversion result was 

complete, the pieces – now 3D voxels – were knitted together resulting in two inversion 
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results – one with magnetic susceptibility distribution from TMI data and the other with 

density distribution from spherical cap Bouguer Anomaly data.  

 

Figure 6.12: Numbered isolated grids used in VOXI modelling for a) magnetic and b) gravity inversions. 

 

The magnetic susceptibility voxel model was clipped to 0.0025SI and used as a 

suggestive guide for basement depth in the profile models described earlier in this 

chapter. The full extent of this iso-susceptibility is shown in Figure 6.13a). Further 

clipping of the voxel values to 0.0075SI in Figure 6.13b) highlight the significance of 

the strongly magnetised “Basement central” unit shown in the Blamore-1, Simpson-1 

and Hale River-1 profile models. The maximum susceptibility of the voxel is 0.0237SI 

and thus the magnetic susceptibility of 0.0515 modelled for the “Basement central” unit 

is perhaps a little excessive. Other strongly magnetic units can be seen in the area as 

light grey. This may suggest the heterogeneous nature of the basement is perhaps 

associated with the granite systems having undergone convective fractionation during 

their creation (Wyborn, 2001).  

 

Clipping of the voxel to a latitude of 25°S in Figure 6.13c) reveals the significant TMI 

anomaly that is caused by the Paleoproterozoin Casey South crustal element. 

Proterozoic granites are typically the more magnetic I-(granodioritic) types with sources 

being tonalitic in composition. I-types comprise 85.15 % by area of all Australian 

Proterozoic granites derived from plagioclase-rich source regions at pressures < 10 kbar 

(Wyborn, 2001). At such pressures, the plutonic sources are from depths of less than 

35kms. Additionally, the sources are typically from areas where an above average 

geothermal gradient (>25°C per km) is observed which has been proven by the Pedirka 

a) b) 
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Basin well logs with observed average geothermal gradients of 39.2°C/km (Chapter 

2.6.2) 

 

 

 

Figure 6.13: 3D perspective of the Pedirka Basin. All images with same orientation of 30° inclination and 

azimuth of 150° (looking southwest). Oblique map extent is ~350km. TMI pseudocolour (pink high to blue low) 

set as base layer at 17km bsl. Pedirka Basin outline in black for qualitative reference. Modelled profile sections 

are indicated and coloured to density (pink high to blue low). Consult previous section maps for actual 

densities. a) Magnetic susceptibility voxel result from MVI clipped to 0.0025SI units highlighting the depths 

which were used as a guide in the section modelling. Grey scale is used with light grey representing high 

magnetic susceptibility. Maximum susceptibility is 0.0237. b) The voxel clipped to 0.0075SI units indicating 

areas of high susceptibility. c) The voxel clipped to 0.0025SI units and to a latitude of 25°S to peel away the 

high magnetic susceptibility distribution of the Basement central unit in Simpson-1 and Blamore-1 profile 

models. d) Basement depth grid (blue low to brown high) based on the shown symbols from Euler 

deconvolution and profile models. Note the voxi result still present and showing higher elevations in the low 

lying areas of the basement depth grid. 

 

The upper basement depths extracted from the profile models were combined with the 

Euler deconvolution depths to form a random database. The gridded result is shown in 

Figure 6.13d) along with the data points as coloured symbols (in decreasing depth – 

black, blue, green, yellow, red. pink). An observation is the shallower depths seen in the 

voxel compared with low lying areas defined by Euler solutions. This is particularly 

observed adjacent to the Blamore-1 and Simpson-1 profiles. Perhaps the Euler 

deconvolution has solved for depths closer to the deeper more magnetic heart of the 

Casey South crustal element. 

 

The gravity inversion result delineated isolated bodies when the voxel was clipped to 

2.68g/cm
3
 as shown by the qualitative screen capture of the 3D view in Figure 6.14.  

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 6.14: Qualitative vertical view representation from 3D map of the density voxel (in blue) clipped to 

2.68g/cm3. Pedirka Basin outline and marked profile model locations are for reference purposes. Note the 

infrequent anomalies in the vicinity of the NE-SW striking Eringa Trough. Ellipsoid Free-Air anomaly 

pseudocolour shown (blue low to red high). 

 

The location to these denser magnetic bodies were used as a guide to help influence but 

not control the profile modelling. Unlike the magnetic basement with its magnetic 

susceptibility contrast, there were few significant density contrasts in the profile 

modelling and thus the density voxel was found to be of limited use in depth to 

basement determination and in lateral unit detection. For instance the block marked as 

number 6 in Figure 6.12a) shows little delineation in the voxel density distribution of 

Figure 6.14. 

6.7 ISOPACH AND BASEMENT ELEVATION 

 

With the knowledge of basement and surface elevation, the isopach of sediments was 

gridded for the Pedirka Basin as shown in Figure 6.16. The Eringa Trough marks a 

generalised transition zone from lesser sediment thicknesses in the northwest to an 

increased sediment thickness to the southeast. This transition is potentially due to a 

deepening (perhaps southeast dipping) basement from the older Musgrave East crustal 

element to the younger Paleozoic Thomson crustal element in the southeast. The 

Madigan Trough as marked by the syncline map symbol shows a significant sediment 

thickness (ranging from 8 to 14km) primarily due to the Casey South crustal block as 

referenced by the “Basement central” unit in modelled profile Figure 6.9. This 
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transitions from the Blamore-1 well to a deeper block towards the southeast, named 

Basement_E#1. The sediments sitting above Basement_E#1 were modelled as non-

magnetic, dense (2.68g/cm
3
) sediments named “Finke to Todd River E#1” of Figure 

6.9. The key point here is that the southeast end of the Blamore profile has modelled 

deeper for the basement than the Euler deconvolution depth solutions suggest. This is 

shown in Figure 6.16 where the surrounding basement depths around the south east tip 

of the green Blamore profile line show a steep transition to shallower depths. This 

discrepancy can be resolved by assigning a magnetic susceptibility of 0.0025SI to the 

“Finke to Todd River E#1” unit of Figure 6.9.and interpreting the unit as basement for 

an increase in the RMS error of 2.8%. 

 

Figure 6.15: Isopach map of sediment thickness above basement. Based on combined data from profile models 

and Euler deconvolution depth solutions from magnetic data. The white point symbols indicate the random 

dataset locations used for the pseudocolour isopach grid. Key structures are shown from previous work 

published in Meaney, (2009). Interpreted crustal elements from Figure 5.4d) and naming convention of Figure 

2.4a. 
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The elevation in the Pedirka Basin has a conservative range of 500m over 350km. 

Hence it is not surprising to see the correlation of low (red/pink) thicknesses with the 

brown and white highs of basement elevations. 

 

There are two additional possible depocentres to the NE and NNW of the Madigan 

Trough in Figure 6.16 that have not been discussed in previous literature. They are 

located at the north eastern margin of the Pedirka Basin sediments and where a thinning 

of the Purni Formation source/reservoir and the Crown Point SS reservoir pinch out. If a 

hydrocarbon play is to exist in these areas, the Amadeus Basin sediments, if they indeed 

exist in the area, will become a more important role in the petroleum system 

components. 

 

Figure 6.16: Map showing basement elevation below sea level with references to modelled profile lines 

(coloured) and proposed lines for future work (in white). The white point symbols indicate the random dataset 

locations used for the pseudocolour basement elevation grid. Well logs used as tie points for the modelled 

profiles are black point symbols with names highlighted in orange. The McDills well name tag would be used 

for the proposed future work. Interpreted crustal elements from Figure 5.4d) and naming convention of 

Figure 2.4a. 
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7 DISCUSSION, PETROPHYSICS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

Magnetic and gravity data has been used in understanding shallow and surficial features 

in addition to depth estimates of anomalous bodies’ kilometres beneath the surface. The 

treatment of the data with Fourier based filters has been paramount for the 

interpretations. The Total Gradient filter defined the depth of influence for weakly 

magnetic sedimentary units, the horizontal derivative filter was used to define edges of 

gravity and magnetic anomalous bodies with density and magnetic susceptibility 

contrasts to surrounding subsurface geological units. Upward continued magnetic data 

was found to be a necessary tool in order to clean up the near surface magnetic features 

and allow for a cleaner understanding of deeper magnetic sources.  

 

It is understood that tie points in the form of existing well log horizon information and 

seismic data have contributed significantly to constraining the uncertainties inherent in 

potential field non-uniqueness. Nevertheless, uncertainties have remained as in the 

density discrepancy (0.11 g/cm
3
) for a basement unit at the intersection of the Blamore-

1 and Hale River-1 section models. Moreover there are errors in the Euler 

deconvolution depth estimates. It has been the combination of numerous interpretation 

methods that have helped to reduce these margins for error and further the 

understanding of the Pedirka Basin sedimentary and basement units. 

 

Although well-log densities were scarce, the values obtained were enough to initiate 

modelling and build on this knowledge. Magnetic susceptibility values for units in the 

basin were not known prior to this project. These modelled properties are believed to 

represent new values for the region and can be applied for further modelling efforts.  

 

The magnetic susceptibilities, densities and velocities for relevant units as modelled in 

Chapter 6 are summarised in Table 7.1. Relatively lower density units of the Purni and 

Poolowanna C1 Formations are perhaps reflecting their low dense coal content. These 

units have modelled with a range of densities suggesting the erratic presence or 

quantities of coal. The range in densities for each unit is typically minimal despite the 

depth variation observed in the modelling. Examples of this static density are the 

Oodnadatta and younger sediments, Algebuckina, Poolowanna C2 (Eromanga) and the 

Crown Point Formation units (Pedirka). The Crown Point Formation was found with 

clean sandstone and siltstone in Mt. Hammersley-1. The Algbuckina Formation is a 
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clean fluviatile sandstone. Perhaps the above mentioned sediments are chemically stable 

with a sizable percentage of quartz grains limiting the amount of post depositional 

cementation and reducing their potential density range. The uncertainty in the deeper 

units is evident with the density range for the Amadeus sediments. 

 

 

Table 7.1: Petrophysical properties for sedimentary units and basement units as modelled within the Pedirka 

Basin. Depth range is included. Observed units acting as good reflectors are highlighted. 

 

Modelled density of the Basement units (between 2.58-2.69 g/cm
3
) and magnetic 

susceptibilities (0.0005-0.0333SI) fall within the granite- granodiorite classifications of 

Emerson, (1990). The susceptibility range, points towards a range of I-type and S-type 

granitoids present in the Pedirka Basin region. The Paleozoic Thomson crustal element 

may include magnetite series I-type granitoids as part of its greater whole as modelled 

in the southeast of the Mt Crispe-1 to Mt Hammersley-1, and Mt Crispe-1 profiles. The 

Casey South unit modelled as the “Basement central” unit in the Blamore, Simpson and 

Hale River profiles has a susceptibility and remanence signature akin to a strongly 

magnetic I-type granitoid. 

 

Future work may include the proposed profile traces shown in white of Figure 6.1. This 

may define whether the McDills-1 well was located on dip closure of the McDills-

Witcherrie horst and to help define the extent of this horst. Another suggested profile 

model traverse is parallel and 17km southwest of the Blamore profile. This may help to 
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resolve whether there is an increasingly gentler slope on the western margin of the 

Casey South “Basement central” unit and to delineate further this boundary. 

 

The use of existing geochemical and radiometric data is also suggested for future work. 

Geochemical data is known to exist in the Pedirka Basin and available from the 

GADDS website (Chapter 10.2). Migration of hydrocarbons through the regolith can 

enable, through reduction, conversion of common nonmagnetic iron oxides to magnetic 

mineral species such as pyrite, pyrrhotite and maghemite (Schumacher, 1996). The 

Geochemical data may assist in isolating such near surface reduction processes and 

shallow migration of hydrocarbons. Radiometric data across Australia is available 

through GADDS. Soils containing hydrocarbon gas absorb low energy gamma radiation 

(Radke, 2009). A study of radiometric and geochemical data will complement each 

other for a search of surficial hydrocarbons. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

 

The Pedirka Basin of central Australia remains a frontier for petroleum exploration. The 

basin includes sediments from neighbouring Palaeozoic-Mesozoic Amadeus, Simpson 

and Eromanga basins with modelled total sediment maximum thickness of up to 14km 

in the Madigan depocentre. The Pedirka Basin has sufficient components for a 

petroleum system however exploration efforts are yet to discover trapped hydrocarbon 

reservoirs. Good petroleum sources exist including the Purni Formation (Pedirka) and 

the Poolowanna Formation (Eromanga). The Crown Point Formation (Pedirka), 

Walkandi Formation (Simpson) and the Algebuckina Formation (Eromanga) are 

considered good sources and reservoirs. Seals are sufficient in the sequence. Seals are 

sufficient in the sequence. Modern day high quality potential field datasets were 

publicly available for free from the GADDS web site and used for interpretation and 

modelling purposes. This has highlighted the need for considering potential fields as 

additional methods of exploration other than the costly seismic surveys and drilling of 

wells.  

 

A collection of well-log data in and around the vicinity of the Pedirka Basin included 

thermal gradient information of 38-42°C/km down to approximately 2.5km. In the 

absence of thermal gradient data for greater depths this figure was used to predict the 

curie temperature for magnetic minerals. Magnetic signatures in the crust are expected 

to originate from similar or shallower depths. This depth was anticipated to be at 

approximately 15-17km depth. 

 

The potential field data was subjected to fourier domain filters such as reduction to pole, 

1
st
 vertical derivative, total gradient, tilt derivative and the horizontal derivative filters. 

Subtle linear magnetic signatures orientated on a bearing of 154° were discovered from 

the 1
st
 vertical derivative. They are the signature of weakly magnetic iron rich siliceous 

dunes orientated in conformance with the dominant wind pattern. The total gradient 

filter was used on an outcropping Mereenie Sandstone unit to highlight a subtle 

magnetic signature – comparatively strong compared with other known sediments. 

Upward continuation of this signal to 600m showed the reduction of the signature to 

negligible levels. The conclusion followed that the basement is the overwhelming 

influence to the magnetic signature beyond depths of 600m. 
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Potential field data was combined with eight available seismic sections and five well 

logs (Mt. Hammersley-1, Mt. Crispe-1, Blamore-1, Simpson-1 and Hale River-1) to 

assist in magnetic and gravity 2D section modelling. In the north of the basin and the 

vicinity of the Madigan Trough, a dominant magnetic feature at the southern tip of the 

Paleoproterozoic Casey South crustal element was modelled with magnetic 

susceptibility of 0.0515SI and a remanent magnetization of 1.301A/m resulting in a 

Koenigsberger ratio of 0.587. The unit is expected to be an I-type granitoid. 

 

To the south of the basin, a basement unit was modelled as an upthrown hanging-wall in 

a compressional thrust event (likely associated with the Delamerian and Alice Springs 

Orogeny’s). According to the modelling, this has subsequently uplifted shallower 

sedimentary units along the Mt. Hammersley Dalmatia thrust fault with influence of the 

thrust extending up to the base of the Algebuckina Formatin.  

 

A catalogue of petrophysical value ranges has been a benefit from the modelling project 

and which can be utilised for further research into the Pedirka basin. Proposed future 

modelling should take place surrounding and updip from the Madigan Trough along 

profile model locations of known seismic data. 
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10 APPENDIX 

10.1 FIGURES 

 

Figure 10.1: Mining leases and EP/EPA outlines of Central Petroleum. Note how the mining leases 

(shaded) cover additional acreage that is not covered by the EP/EPA leases (in yellow) (from 

Meaney, (2009)). 
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Figure 10.2: Published cross section used in constraints of the SEEBASETM models in the vicinity of the Pedirka Basin extents (from Harvey and Hibburt, (1999)). 
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Figure 10.3: Components of the seismic calibration log for the Mt Hammersley-1 well (Santos_Ltd, 1988b). Includes density log (yellow), interval and average velocity (red), formation name 

(blue), 2 way time to formation top (green) and depth from seismic reference datum to formation top. Gamma log is on extreme left. Permian ?A, ?B, ?C refers to Crown Point Formation A, 

B, C respectively. Pre-Permian unconformity is considered Undifferentiated Ordo-Devonian rocks – either Stairway or Mereenie SS.  
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10.2 WEBSITES 

 

GADDS (Geoscience Australia Data Delivery System): 

http://www.geoscience.gov.au/bin/mapserv36?map=/public/http/www/geoportal/gadds/gadds.

map&mode=browse 

 

PIMS (Petroleum Information Management System): 

http://www.ga.gov.au/oracle/npd/ 

 

SARIG (South Australian Resources Information Geoserver): 

https://sarig.pir.sa.gov.au/Map 
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